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SplatterHouSe
Adventure by Jason Duke
Artwork by LadyofHats

A

giant panel of smooth metal gleams in the pale candlelight of the bare-brick room. The panel hums with
power, like the hum of a static charge, affixed to the far wall in magical suspension in front of a highbacked
leather arm chair. One by one, screens magically sputter to life across the panel’s metallic surface, each
two-dimensional image superimposed onto the metal – 26 screens in all, each depicting an equal number of corridors and rooms.
Some screens portray gore-stained chambers strewn with cadavers in varying stages of decomposition, the bodies
mutilated in a manner suggesting cannibalism. Other screens depict hooked chains that dangle precariously from
ceilings, or mechanical traps of ingenious design situated above doorways, in hallways, and rooms. Still other
screens picture more unspeakable horrors, showing blood-red mists embodied with leering faces, freakish magical
architecture and devices forged of the dark arts, or the glimpse of a hunched, misshapen form.
The colorless glow of the screens wash over the hideous face of a man seated in the armchair. His ears are large,
pointed at the tips and each pierced with seven silver studs. His hands are pale and his fingers abnormally long,
the nails ungroomed and curling into sharp tips. He clicks his nails against the arms of the chair, engrossed in the
horror show playing on the screens. His bloodshot eyes narrow on a screen that monitors a parlor littered with
smashed furniture, as a secret panel opens near the floor and a group of three seasoned adventurers slide out into
the room.
A human fighter in glowing full-plate scrambles to his feet with a readied golden sword, followed by a human
cleric in similar plate armor, both bearing the symbols of the Blessed Army of Ezra emblazoned across their chests.
The cleric thrusts out a holy symbol of Ezra and sweeps the room as an elven woman jumps up, glowing short
sword in hand. She wears a mithral chain shirt beneath a cloak that wraps tightly around her slender body as she
scrutinizes the room, carefully inspecting the walls and floors for hidden dangers.
“Ah, D’cesserac!” The man in the armchair leans forward, his voice deep and gruff yet sophisticated. He licks at
his crimson lips with a black tongue, digging his nails into the arms. The cleric and the others look around as the
words magically reverberate through the parlor. “So kind of you to come. I shall enjoy feasting on your marrow!”
“Show yourself, fiend!” The cleric spits, but the man gloats in laughter.
“All in good time, D’cesserac, all in good time…”
The elven woman finishes sweeping the room and exits on the heels of the fighter through a door. The cleric
follows, when something drips onto his armor and he wipes at it with his fingers, smearing around a sticky red substance. He cautiously steps back into the room, his heart beating faster as he steps out in front of the doorway and
slowly looks up. There, above the door, scrawled in blood, are three malevolent words – Welcome to Splatterhouse.

“Splatterhouse” is a D&D adventure
for a party of 7th-level characters.
Bards or characters proficient in
musical instruments, singing, or
acting will prove beneficial to the
party. The adventure locale is set
in the domain of Kartakass within
the dread realms of Ravenloft. For
more information on Kartakass,
reference the Ravenloft Gazetteer
Volume I and the adventure module
Feast of Goblyns. Other book
resources include both the v3.5
Ravenloft PHB and DMG, as well
as Secrets of the Dread Realms
for information on Harkon Lukas,
darklord of Kartakass. None of these
books, however, are necessary to
run this game. The main portion of
the adventure takes place inside a
decrepit-looking yet surprisingly
resilient house. Because the
adventure is site-based, the house
can be transplanted wherever the
DM desires.

SPLATTERHOUSE
In the forest realm of Kartakass,
legends abound of the fearsome
wolves that roam the towering
woods, forever hungry for the blood
of men. Some stories tell of men
transformed into wolves through a
terrible curse or disease brought on
by the cycles of the moon. Other
stories tell of malevolent creatures
both wolf and man that stalk the
land, even the towns and cities, in
endless search of prey. Still other
stories tell of the Bedstefader Ulv,
the great Grandfather Wolf, and
his kin the narrulve, or “trickster
wolves,” that take the form of the
men they slay. Yet of the thousands
of stories recounted throughout the
realm, none are more infamous,
more horrifying, than the legend of
Splakterhaus.
The stuff of nightmares, the
house reputedly serves as a
hunting grounds for the wolves
— a gauntlet of winding, mazelike tunnels and rooms filled with
deadly traps constructed beneath
an unremarkable house hidden in
a back alley of Harmonia or the
slums of Skald, depending on who
tells the story. The creatures invent
ways to lure victims to the house,
and after trapping them inside,
chase them through the gauntlet.
Over time, there have come to exist
many variations to the story, though
the underlying theme remains the
same. One such offshoot is that the
gauntlet contains the secret treasure
hoard of the wolves. They have even
provided a way to escape the house

with the loot, but only if the prey is
exceptionally worthy.

Adventure Synopsis
The house is neither located in
Harmonia or Skald, but along the
Crimson Road about three hours
walking distance from Skald.
Disguised as a ramshackle tavern
called the Wolves Den Taverna, it
indeed serves as a hunting grounds,
but strictly for the secret society
known as the Howling Clan. The
location of the house is one of the
highest guarded secrets among the
dozens of mountain loup-garou that
comprise the clan; even among its
members, the location is known
only to the clan leader, a powerful
true mountain loup-garou known
as Mother Fury, and a select few of
her most trusted followers. Not even
the darklord of Kartakass, Harkon
Lukas, has managed to discover the
location of the house, though he
hopes to find the house by exploiting
the characters enthusiasm for
adventure.
Mother Fury covets the house as
her own personal hunting grounds.
She seldom allows her elite
followers to use the house, instead
charging them with the “honored”
duty of protecting the house and its
location from would-be interlopers.
Sometimes she uses the house to
test prospective members desiring to
enter the ranks of the clan. Instead
of sending them into the woods to be
hunted by an existing clan member,
she sends them into the house. If
they survive the gauntlet and escape
the house, she allows them entry
into the clan and initiates them with
her infectious bite.
The characters learn of the
Splakterhaus legend in the town
of Skald when they are invited to
Dargacht Plaza, where Harkon
Lukas is scheduled to make a public
appearance as Meistersinger and
perform the Primae Consularae,
a rare treat for the citizens of
Skald in which the Meistersinger
recites several renowned Kartakan
stories (called mora). Lukas has
learned of the characters’ presence
in Kartakass, and realizing that
adventurers live to uncover secrets,
especially when there is fame and
fortune to be gained, he schemes
to use them to find the house and
put an end to Mother Fury and her
Howling Clan. To further entice the
characters into finding the house, he
has his wolfwere underlings pose as
normal citizens and drop clues to the
characters about the house and the
history behind the legend.

The clues are just enough to bait
the characters into asking around
to find out more about the house,
and they attract the attention of a
woodsman bard named Franz who
claims to be an expert on the legend.
During the day, he chops wood, but
he recites the story every night to
his fellow woodsmen at an inn just
outside Skald. Franz claims to even
know the location of the house. As
payment for allowing the characters
to sit in on the recital, he asks them
to fetch a bottle of meekulbrau wine
from the Old Kartakan Inn and then
find him at the taverna. He uses the
wine to enhance his performance and
the meekulbrau at the Old Kartakan
Inn is among the best in Kartakass.
He would get the wine himself,
but he needs to get back to work
chopping wood and doesn’t have the
time. As a final ploy, he also offers to
make arrangements for the characters
to stay the night free at the taverna.
Franz is in truth a mountain loupgarou and one of Mother Fury’s
elite followers of the Howling
Clan. However, he has grown
dissatisfied and resentful of his role
as “protector” of the house and
has secretly begun using it as his
own hunting grounds, taking great
care to keep his trespasses hidden
from Mother Fury. After luring the
characters to the taverna, he traps
them in the gauntlet and begins the
hunt. A life or death chase ensues
as the characters are forced to
negotiate the traps and monsters
placed throughout the gauntlet.
Tunnels double-back on themselves
and dead-end. Some passages are
rigged to collapse, or are outfitted
with mechanical blades that slice
at the neck and at the knees. Entire
rooms are crafted into one lethal,
giant trap, or a series of smaller traps,
all equally devastating. Meanwhile,
Franz stalks the characters all
along, toying with them at the most
inopportune times.
Sprinkled throughout the gauntlet
are the treasures of past victims —
the wolves’ “treasure hoard” alluded
to in the legend. After surviving the
traps, defeating the monsters, and
dealing with Franz’s hit-and-run
tactics, the characters reach the end
of the gauntlet. With Franz close on
their heels, just as they can
taste freedom and are about to escape
into the woods beyond the exit, they
are confronted by Mother Fury and
several of her clan. She demands
to know what is going on, when
Franz shows up and the pieces all
fall into place. Infuriated at Franz’s
disobedience, she is about to
give the command to slay Franz

(along with the characters), when
none other than Harkon Lukas
himself and several of his wolfwere
underlings appear on the scene after
having followed the characters trail
to the house.
The two groups clash in a
murderous rage, with the characters
trapped in the middle. Fortunately,
Lukas, Mother Fury, and their
cohorts are too busy with each
other to care about the characters,
providing an opportunity for escape.
To get away, the characters must
first face Franz and some of the
other lycanthropes who stand in
their way. The characters defeat
Franz and retreat back to Skald, both
with the treasure and the true story
behind the legend of Splakterhaus.
The adventure finally closes a few
days later when they are visited by a
messenger bearing a personal thank
you letter
from Lukas!

Adventure Hooks
The following text assumes the
characters are new to Ravenloft,
or at least new to Kartakass. If not,
adjust the text accordingly. The
characters have been laid up in the
town of Skald for the past three
days. They find themselves in a
mysterious land with alien customs.
One moment, they were traveling
to reach whatever destination they
had set out for; the next, a thick fog
rose up around them from out of

nowhere and when it finally settled,
they found themselves in a dismal,
brooding forest of oppressive dark
pines. A ruddy dirt road stretched
behind them, while a mile or so
ahead the forest ended abruptly and
opened onto the outskirts of a town.
They were immediately set upon by
monstrous, ravenous wolves the size
of small ponies and barely escaped
with their lives. The howling of
more wolves drove them toward the
town and into the veneer of safety
among its populace.
At first, the citizens completely
shunned the characters. After several
hours of exploring the town, the
characters found an inn called the
Fireside Freeshka Inn.
Though the citizenry for the
most part still avoids the characters
like the plague, with a little more
questioning and investigation, they
finally learned
the name of the town and the
realm they’re in. They have also
discovered that they are in a society
built around songs and stories,
which are central to Kartakan
culture. And in nearly every story,
the main theme seems to revolve
around wolves. Not just normal
wolves, either, but lycanthropes.
Three days later, the characters
are still no better off, and to leave
town and brave the forest would
more than likely bring about their
untimely demise at the vicious
wolves and other horrors lurking
in the woods. Still, the characters

feel they have been brought to
this strange forest realm by a
higher calling — when that calling
suddenly arrives in the form of a
town crier who bursts through the
door to the inn.
It has been three days since the
mists left you in this forest land you
have come to know as Kartakass.
The near-fatal encounter with the
wolves has left you more emotionally
and psychologically scarred than
physically. You have healed all of
your wounds, yet you are not sure
leaving the town for the forests is the
wisest of choices right now. Still, you
can’t help but feel you are here for a
reason.
A town crier suddenly bursts
through the door, brandishing a
piece of parchment that he unrolls
and reads from. He clears his throat,
loudly and dramatically, exclaiming,
“The event you have all waited
for, our magnificent, prolific, and
master story-teller, musician, and
singer extraordinaire. Our great
Meistersinger, Harkon Lukas, will
perform the Primae Consularae,
and invites you to join the forum in
Dargacht Plaza to take place in one
hour. So come, and join him in the
telling of the mora, learn the stories
of our ancestors and show them
praise and praise to the Ancestral
Choir by listening to the mora! Be at
the Dargacht Plaza in one hour!”
With a few well-placed questions

(DC 15), the characters glean
directions to Dargacht Plaza. They
also learn that Primae Consularae
is basically a public address by the
Meistersinger, who functions as a
town mayor of sorts. The mora are
the stories and songs passed down
through the generations by the
Meistersingers and the rest of the
populace, while the Ancestral Choir
is the Kartakan version of heaven.

TELLING THE MORA
Dargacht Plaza is a wide gravel
plaza in the center of what once
was a great keep called Dargacht
Keep. Built during a period of
Kartakan history known as the
Invidian occupation, the Kartakans
eventually overthrew the oppressive
Invidian invaders hundreds of years
ago and razed the fortress. All
that remains of the once mighty,
imposing structure is a hallow, burnt
and gutted shell of its former glory.
Shadows dance and play among the
ruins, slipping in and out at the edge
of the characters’ vision, and the
faint sounds of soldiers marching
and barking orders whisper across
the plaza, tickling at the characters’
ears. When the characters turn to
look or strain to listen closer, the
phantasms are gone, figments of
their imagination.

The outer ruined walls encircle the
plaza and are completely sundered,
exposing the plaza to the horrors
of the forests beyond, while the
inner walls are well-maintained
and combine with the other walls
that fortify the town proper. The
southeastern walls end at the bottom
of a massive cliff face where a
giant, fortified tower called The
Great Tower is constructed directly
into the face, above which sets
the Meistersinger’s Keep atop the
cliffs overlooking the town. If the
characters inquire about the safety
of the plaza against a wolf attack,
they are scoffed at and told there
has never been an attack during the
telling of the mora and there will
never be one!
The throng of Kartakans suddenly
grow quiet and the crowd parts as a
lean, tall and muscular man strides
confidently out. A wide-brimmed hat
with a single feather covers tresses
of wavy black hair that compliment
his beard and pointed moustache.
He wears a monocle over one eye,
and is dressed in blue trousers and a
white shirt beneath an extravagant
golden coat embroidered in black
lattice. A small harp and long sword
of exquisite craftsmanship hang
from his side. The crowd forms a
circle around the man, obviously
the Meistersinger Harkon Lukas

you heard would speak here today.
He pulls the harp from his side and
plucks a few notes, then breaks into
a wonderful melody that resonates
through you, uplifting your spirits
and emotions. His melodious voice
is even more inspiring, soft and
angelic, yet strong and powerful at
the same time.
The town crier suddenly bellows
“Invidia Despaesma” and the crowd
boos. The Meistersinger sings a
story about a cruel race of people
called the Invidians and how they
conquered Kartakass and enslaved
the people. The town crier then
bellows “Invidia Upraesa” and
the crowd cheers, as this time
the Meistersinger recites a storysong about how their brave and
courageous Kartakan ancestors
rose up against the Invidians
and overthrew their tyranny.
“Bedstefader Ulv” is bellowed
next, and the crowd howls up at
the sky like wolves baying at the
moon. This time the Meistersinger
sings the tale of the Grandfather
Wolf, a trickster wolf who always
gets into trouble assuming his
many forms, but manages to get
himself out of his predicaments
through his cunning and charm. At
the conclusion of Bedstefader Ulv,
the Meistersinger stops abruptly
and an unnerving calm settles over
the crowd. The town crier looks
to the Meistersinger, who nods,
and with a wicked grin, the town
crier’s eyes light up and he looks
back to the crowd, proclaiming
with exaggerated emphasis
“Splakterhaus!” The crowd screams
in terror and covers their faces, their
hands falling away to reveal amused
smiles.
“Splakterhaus,” the Meistersinger
whispers, hanging his head in
dismay. Some of the crowd begs
for the Meistersinger to tell the
legend, and he slowly shakes his
head as if horrified by the thought
of it. “Splakterhaus!” He suddenly
looks up and points threateningly
at the crowd. The people recoil in
terror again and cover their faces,
laughing and giggling. The laughter
quickly dies away, however,
replaced by an air of seriousness.
“Splakterhaus, the hunting
grounds of the wolves. Beware this
evil house,” says the Meistersinger
with grim determination, “and be
ever vigilant of the wolves cunning,
lest they lure you inside its blooddrenched walls, spilled from the
hundreds of mighty heroes who
thought themselves more clever.”

The Meistersinger suddenly turns to
your group and smiles. “Yet to those
brave heroes who would ignore
the tocsin of the foolish dead, the
house still waits to be conquered, a
crushing defeat to the wolves’ evil
grip over our lands.”
With that, the Meistersinger bows
to the thunderous applaud and
cheers of the crowd. He makes a
hasty retreat, disappearing into the
crowd. The people applaud a few
more minutes then begin to disperse,
gossiping and rumoring as they
leave the plaza. Two commoners
within ear shot of the characters
excitedly gossip back and forth
about Splakterhaus, arguing about
the authenticity of the legend, when
one of them finally says, “I tell
you it’s true! An adventurer at the
Fireside Freeshka Inn told me he
had been to the house and made it
through the gauntlet. Go ask him
if you don’t believe me!” They
quickly hurry off, arguing back and
forth, and refuse to talk more on
the subject if questioned, instead
directing the characters to the inn.
Back at the inn, the adventurer
is nowhere to be found, though a
patron distinctly remembers the
adventurer — a short, squat and
stocky “midget-man,” presumably a
dwarf. The adventurer disappeared
a few days ago right before
the characters showed up. The
adventurer babbled incoherently, at
times screaming out in moments of
clarity how his companions were
all slain in hideous fashion by the
house. The patron thought him mad,
when he threw down a small king’s
ransom of treasure he claimed he
had pilfered from the house. The
patron doesn’t know any more than
that, though he suggests there is a
good chance the characters might
find someone who does if they ask
around. Nobody else remembers the
adventurer if the characters inquire
among the other patrons. The two
commoners and the patron are in
truth wolfwere underlings of Harkon
Lukas, and have staged these
encounters for the characters’ benefit
to get them to take more of an active
interest in locating the house. By
now, the characters should be more
proactive in discovering if the house
indeed exists. If not, have more of
Lukas’s underlings drop additional
clues to encourage the characters
to commit to this course of action,
though try to make it seem natural
and not forced. The characters can
gather the following information
through the use of Gather
Information (or whatever skill the

DM deems appropriate), dependant
on the roll. A higher roll will always
result in learning the rumor, plus
the rumor at the lower DC check.
For example, if the DC 30 check is
succeeded, the character learns that
rumor plus the DC 25 and DC 20
rumors. The characters can make as
many attempts as they want:
DC 20: “The house is somewhere
in Skald. There is a gauntlet beneath
the house consisting of rooms and
passages filled with all manner
of traps and monsters. Only the
extremely brave and extremely
foolish would venture down into the
gauntlet because there is no way to
escape once inside, except through
death.”
DC 25: “The wolves’ treasure
hoard is hidden somewhere in the
gauntlet beneath the house. There is
also a way to escape, though most
never find it. The wolves have done
so as a challenge to enter the house
and find the riches, but no one has
ever survived.”
DC 30: “The house is not located
in either Harmonia or Skald, but
hidden somewhere deep in the
forests. It is also the hunting grounds
for a clan of werewolves called the
Howling Clan, led by a powerful
werewolf named
Mother Fury.”

THE WOODSMAN FRANZ
The characters’ investigations
soon earn the attention of an elite
Howling Clan member named
Franz. He sizes up the characters
and tails them for a day to learn
anything he can about their group,
granting him a +2 insight bonus on
attacks and skill checks directed
against them for the remainder of the
adventure. He follows the characters
by sticking to the shadows along the
rooftops. If the characters succeed
at spotting him, describe him as a
shadowy humanoid form atop the
building that quickly disappears
when they turn to look. After
following them for a day, he decides
they are worthy prey and sets into
motion his plan to lure them to the
house. The next day, Franz makes
his move and approaches the party.
A burly man wearing a rugged
leather tunic approaches you.
Much of his body is concealed by
a brown hooded cloak trimmed in
wolf fur, the hood drawn up over
his head. Beneath the cloak, the
glimpse of two giant wolf pelts
draped over his tunic are evident.
The heads of the monstrous beasts

are still attached and rest across
his massive shoulders in vicious,
recomposed snarls. He draws back
the hood, revealing a gruff face and
squinty eyes masked behind thick,
wiry brows and an even thicker full
beard. Seven silver studs pierce both
of his ears.
“Greetings! I am Franz, a
woodsman and bard,” he booms,
his voice deep and gruff yet
sophisticated. “So you are the
heroes I have heard so much about.
You are indeed worthy of the stories
being gossiped about you.” He
quickly throws up a hand to stop
you from saying anything, already
sensing what you are going to say.
“It is not anything negative, I can
assure you, but simply put that you
are new arrivals to town, armed
to the teeth…” his eyes squint
even more, and his voice lowers in
disbelief “… and you have managed
to survive the onslaught of the
wolves.”
Franz offers an incredulous smile.
His voice rises back to its original
thunderous boom. He tells the
characters he has likewise managed
to weather an attack or two by
the beasts, though never at such
overwhelming numbers as the
characters have reportedly faced. As
proof of his deeds, he motions to the
giant wolf pelts and pats at a handaxe forged of cold iron that is tucked
into his belt. Some of the stories
being gossiped about the characters
depict them facing more than a
hundred of the creatures at once,
though Franz admits he personally
does not believe this. Still, he says
with an air of pride, such is the
power of Kartakan mora. But they
are not the first group of adventurers
to survive the forests and make it to
the town, and they will not be the
last — what has really brought them
to Franz’s attention is their interest
in the legend of Splakterhaus.
“I am an expert on the legend, you
see. I have been studying the legend
for most of my life, ever since my
father first told the story to me when
I was a boy. In fact, it is the reason
why I took up my second profession
as a bard, though it does not pay as
well as lumberjacking.” Franz looks
around, then leans in closer. “The
house is real! I am sure you have
already come to learn the same. I
have even discovered the location,
well, not the exact location, but an
approximate one, at least enough
to put you in the general vicinity
of the house. If you find it, and if
you should survive, all I ask in

return is that you tell me of your
experiences.”
Franz must get back to work at the
Skald Saw Mill and finish his shift.
He does not have the time at present
to go into specific details on what
he knows about the legend. He tells
the characters that he performs the
story of the legend every night at
The Wolves Den Taverna, where he
is currently a resident as payment
for his nightly performances. The
taverna is a short distance outside
of town located along the Crimson
Road. Although he admits his
version of the telling is not as
dramatic as most because he is
unable to devote fulltime to being
a bard, his version is more accurate
owing to his extensive studies. He
promises he can make arrangements
for the characters to stay the night
at the taverna free of charge if
they will come see him perform,
further appealing to any bards,
musicians, singers, or actors among
the characters for their critique on
his performance. All his notes and
journals are kept in his room at
the taverna, including a map of the
approximate location of the house
somewhere in the forests, but again,
he won’t go into any specifics. If
the characters are willing to meet up
with him at the taverna and watch
his performance tonight, afterward
he can show them all the research
he’s gathered on the legend. Of
course, none of this is true — he is
not a bard, does not perform nightly
shows, and there is no research.
As a favor, and additional payment
in exchange for giving them access
to his “research material,” Franz
asks the characters if they would
kindly go to the Old Kartakan Inn
and buy him a bottle of meekulbrau,
a special Kartakan wine that helps
soothe and relax the throat and
aid musicians and story-tellers in
their performances. He says the
meekulbrau at the Old Kartakan
Inn is among the best in Kartakass,
but unfortunately, he neither has
the time nor the money to afford
procuring a bottle. Regardless of
whether the characters agree to
buy the meekulbrau or not, Franz
warns them to get to the taverna
before nightfall, reminding them
to be on guard against the dangers
of the forests. The Old Kartakan
Inn is built on a small island in the
middle of a raging river called the
Sing-Song that the northern part of
Skald borders on. The island rests in
a basin at the foot of a magnificent
waterfall that spills over the cliffs
and tumbles into the basin, known

as the Cauldron for its bubbling
and churning effect, as well as the
dense misty spray that tirelessly
shrouds the bottom of the falls. The
characters can gain access to the inn
by way of a narrow wooden bridge.
The mist dampens their clothes
and chills their bones, so by time
they reach the inn, they are eager
to exchange the dampness for the
hospitality of its warm hearths and
the pleasant aromas of its kitchen.
If the characters head to the inn
shortly after their introduction
with Franz, they arrive at the inn
sometime around noon. The inn is
packed with all manner of Skald’s
citizenry, from the poor, to the
common middle-class, to the wellto-do. A wonderful, melodic singing
beckons from the kitchen along
with the delicious-smelling foods.
The characters are instructed by a
beautiful and vivacious barmaid
named Coraline to wait near the
door until they’re seated. After
about twenty minutes of waiting,
they are seated near the back of
the Commoner’s Room. If the
characters ask beforehand where
they can buy a bottle of meekulbrau,
Coraline sends them to The Tavern
adjoining the main dining areas,
where a rugged-looking brute named
Haldrake Moonbaun tends the bar.
A patch covers his left eye; his sour
disposition toward the characters
is evident when he brusquely asks
what they want. He asks why they
need a whole bottle of meekulbrau.
Whether they are forthcoming
with an honest answer or not, he
reluctantly fetches a bottle from
behind the bar and demands 500gp.
The actual cost of the bottle is
100gp — he can be bargained down
to 350gp (DC 15), 200gp (DC 20),
and finally the true price (DC 25).
Further information on Coraline,
Haldrake, and the Old Kartakan Inn
can be referenced in the adventure
module Feast of Goblyns.
The inn is secretly owned by
Harkon Lukas and serves as a
meeting place for wolfweres.
As a loup-garou, it is risky, if
not downright lethal, for Franz
and his kind to patronize the
Old Kartakan Inn because of the
animosity wolfweres harbor toward
werewolves. As such, it is a badge of
honor among werewolves to visit the
inn, procure a bottle of meekulbrau,
and make it out alive before
the wolfweres can sniff out the
intruder. Franz, however, believes
in working smarter, not harder, and
seizes on the opportunity to use the
characters to get the meekulbrau
for him. If the characters let it slip

to Haldrake that they are buying
the bottle for Franz, Haldrake
immediately sends word to Lukas,
who increases the spying activities
on the characters. Lukas’s spies
follow the characters relentlessly,
trailing them to The Wolves Den
Taverna. The characters are plagued
with unnerving impressions of
being watched. As they leave Skald,
they spot two giant wolves in the
distance standing to each side of
a dark, humanoid form. The trio
quickly disappear out of sight into
the forest. The characters perceive
constant movement in the woods,
or glowing red eyes that suddenly
pop open, only to vanish when they
turn to look. They occasionally hear
snapping branches and crunching
foliage. The characters eventually
reach a strip of road littered with
mutilated carcasses of small
woodland animals. The forest grows
silent, warning of imminent attack,
when the silence is shattered by the
mournful howling of wolves nearby.
The howls die away as the wolves
move away from the characters.
Once the characters reach
the taverna, the spies report back
to their master. This event is the
catalyst that causes Lukas and his
war party of wolfweres to show
up at the end of the adventure;
even if the characters don’t let it
slip to Haldrake about buying the
meekulbrau for Franz, the characters
are followed irregardless.
Creatures: Franz is a stocky,
brutish man — the stereotypical
woodsman in appearance — though
his vocabulary and sophisticated
demeanor are a-typical of a
lumberjack. As one of the guardians
commanded by Mother Fury to
protect the secrecy of the house at
any and all costs, he carried out
her orders to the letter under the
assumption that it would curry favor
with her and eventually elevate
his status to second-in-command.
Franz showed great potential at
first, enough so that Mother Fury
entrusted him with the location of
the house. Anything she commanded
of him, he was quick to play run
and fetch. But his plans backfired
disastrously, and instead of earning
her respect, she saw him as a selfserving sycophant — an obsequious
lap dog deserving no more than
the menial task she had assigned to
him of guarding the house. She saw
his ambition for what it was and
spurned his every attempt to please
her.
He quickly became disenchanted
with his role as protector of the
house and grew more and more

disgruntled over time. He became
so disillusioned with his lot that
he began plotting Mother Fury’s
destruction. If he could destroy her,
he would become leader of the clan,
an even better prospect than secondin-command; yet to slay her, he
needed to greatly increase his power.
Under the pale light of the moon, he
started using the house as his own
personal hunting grounds in order
to hone his skills and gain strength.
So far, he has slain two adventuring
groups, going to great lengths to
secretly dispose of the bodies deep
in the woods.
Franz is 6’3” in height and weighs
230 pounds; he has long, reddishbrown hair that he keeps in a braided
pony-tail, thick bushy eyebrows,
unkempt beard, and squinty black
eyes. His body is unusually hairy
and his breath often
reeks of rotted meat, a subtle
reminder by the Dark Powers that
his heinous acts have not gone
unnoticed and he has started down
the path to corruption as a darklord.
In game terms, he has progressed
one stage of the powers check,
cursing him with rotten breath, but
rewarding him the ability to gain
a +2 insight bonus on attacks and
skills against up to four people. To
gain the bonus, he must first study
his opponents for a minimum of
one day. Normally, fetid breath
isn’t looked on as a bane for his
kind, but he has grown increasingly
self-conscious of it as of late, and
goes to great lengths to cover it up
by chewing spearmint clusters and
other similar things that will mask
the rancid breath.
Franz, Male human afflicted
mountain loup-garou fighter 5
(human form): CR 9; Medium
shapechanger; HD 5d10+6d8+33;
hp 115; Init +7; Spd 30 ft.; AC 15,
touch 15, flat-footed 12; Base Atk
+9; Grp +13; Atk +15 melee (1d6+7/
x2, +1 cold iron throwing axe); Full
Atk +15 melee (1d6+7/x2, +1 cold
iron throwing axe); Space/Reach
5 ft./5 ft.; SQ alternate form, wolf
empathy, low-light vision, scent; AL
CE; SV Fort +14, Ref +8, Will +11;
Str 19, Dex 16, Con 17, Int 15, Wis
15, Cha 14, Denizens of Dread 139.
Skills: Climb +12, Handle Animal
+10, Hide +5, Intimidate +10, Jump
+8, Listen +6, Search +6, Spot +6,
Swim +9, Tumble +5.
Feats: Alertness, Blind-Fight,
Cleave, Control Shape, Flay (PHB
II), Intimidating Strike (PHB II),
Iron Will, Power Attack, Run,
Track, Weapon Focus (axe), Weapon
Specialization (axe).

Languages: Common, Kobold,
Ogre.
Alternate Form (Su): as a
standard action, can shift between
humanoid and hybrid forms, healing
10hp.
Scent (Ex): +4 racial bonus to
survival skill check if tracking by
scent.
Wolf Empathy (Ex): +4 racial
bonus to animal handle skill checks,
and allows communication of simple
concepts such as “friend,” “attack,”
“guard,” etc. with friendly wolves.
Possessions: +1 cold iron
throwing axe, mask of the dead
(Ravenloft DMG), barkskin +4
potion, teleportation amulet, 14
silver earrings worth 25gp each,
leather tunic, brown hooded cloak
trimmed in wolf fur (symbol of the
Howling Clan), two giant wolf pelts,
pouch of 16gp.
Franz, Male human afflicted
mountain loup-garou fighter
5 (hybrid form): CR 9; Large
shapechanger; HD 5d10+6d8+48;
hp 130; Init +9; Spd 50 ft.; AC
19, touch 19, flat-footed 14; Base
Atk +9; Grp +24; Atk +20 melee
(1d6+11, claw); Full Atk +20/+20
melee (1d6+11, claw) and +16
melee (1d8+11, bite); Space/Reach
10 ft./5 ft.; SA curse of lycanthropy,
trip; SQ alternate form, damage
reduction 10/gold, fast healing 1,
spell resistance 14, wolf empathy,
low-light vision, scent; AL CE; SV
Fort +17, Ref +10, Will +12; Str 33,
Dex 20, Con 23, Int 15, Wis 17, Cha
14, Denizens of Dread 139.
Skills: Climb +19, Handle Animal
+10, Hide +9, Intimidate +10, Jump
+15, Listen +13, Move Silently +7,
Search +10, Spot +13, Survival +3,

Swim +16, Tumble +7.
Feats: Alertness, Blind-Fight,
Cleave, Control Shape, Flay (PHB
II), Intimidating Strike (PHB II),
Iron Will, Power Attack, Run, Track,
Weapon Focus (axe), Weapon Focus
(bite), Weapon Specialization (axe).
Languages: Common, Kobold,
Ogre.
Alternate Form (Su): as a
standard action, can shift between
humanoid and hybrid forms, healing
10hp.
Curse of Lycanthropy (Su):
transmits lycanthropy through
bite while in hybrid form unless
character succeeds Fort save at DC
18.
Scent (Ex): +4 racial bonus to
survival skill check if tracking by
scent.
Trip (Ex): as a free action, +7 to
trip opponent without using touch
attack or provoking attacks of
opportunity, and opponent cannot
react with a trip.
Wolf Empathy (Ex): +4 racial
bonus to animal handle skill checks,
and allows communication of simple
concepts such as “friend,” “attack,”
“guard,” etc. with friendly wolves.
Possessions: +1 cold iron
throwing axe, mask of the dead
(Ravenloft DMG), barkskin +4
potion, teleportation amulet, 14
silver earrings worth 25gp each,
leather tunic, brown hooded cloak
trimmed in wolf fur (symbol of the
Howling Clan), two giant wolf pelts,
pouch of 16gp.

SPLATTERHOUSE
The exterior of the taverna is in
shambles and looks abandoned
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upon approach. The building
architecture is in traditional
Kartakan, constructed of massive
logs with a thatched roof. Several
narrow windows dot the building,
the blue and green painted shutters
closed and barred. A thick, sturdy
oak door is locked tight at the front,
etched along the frame of which are
rough carvings of giant wolves, each
rendered in a different snarl that has
them baring grotesquely overlarge
fangs. Above the door is a wrought
iron sign painted green with a wolf
howling up at the tavern’s name
scrawled in calligraphy. Despite
its sturdy appearance, the door can
easily be kicked in or bashed open,
or the lock picked, with a successful
check (DC 13). The inside of the
taverna is in as bad shape as the
outside. Everything is choked in a
layer of dirt and grime. Cobwebs
likewise cover everything. The
layout of the taverna consists of
a main room with a grimy brick
hearth built into the wall opposite
the entrance. The hearth is large
enough for a dwarf to walk in, and is
overrun with moss. The main room
is built around a massive tree trunk
that functions as a support pillar
holding up the roof. A bar, several
tables, and chairs are all that occupy
the main room, placed around
the tree trunk. The furniture is in
disrepair; some of the furniture has
fallen apart and is scattered in pieces
across the earthen floor. A sundered
door lies in ruin next to an open
doorway near the hearth, leading
into a small room with a collapsed
table and a few chairs.
Traps: Passing through the open
doorway triggers a hidden panel to
slide open beneath the character,

dropping him or her into a chute
that leads to The Parlor (area 1.).
Write this information on a piece
of paper and secretly pass it to each
player whose character drops into
the chute. An illusory replica of the
character is instantaneously created
and shown seamlessly entering
the room. The effect is similar to
the spell programmed image and
will radiate magic if detected. The
replica casually looks around, pokes
and prods at a few spots here and
there, then suddenly waves the
other characters inside the room,
exclaiming “I found something!”
If the characters try to question the
replica, it simply repeats “I found
something!” and continues waving
at the characters to come inside the
room.
Illusory Sliding Floor Trap:
CR 7; mechanical/magic device;
location trigger; automatic reset;
sliding floor/spell effect (Reflex save
DC 30 to jump away before it opens,
programmed image, level 11 wizard,
Will save DC 20); Search DC 30;
Disable Device DC 25.

The Monitoring Room
This bare-brick chamber is located
deep within the earth beneath
the house. Thick candles set in
wrought iron sconces light the room,
shedding a pale light across a giant
panel of smooth metal magically
affixed to the far wall in front of
a high-backed leather armchair.
Hundreds of tiny nicks, scratches,
cuts, and gouges scar the arms of
the chair. The panel functions as a
scrying device similar to a crystal
ball and can conjure up to 26
two-dimensional screens with the
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appropriate command word “This
is mother’s house,” each screen
capable of monitoring everywhere
inside the gauntlet. Only two
methods of ingress into the room
exist — by spells such as teleport,
though to do so requires knowledge
of the room or its location; or by
using the special teleportation
amulet in Franz’s possession.
The amulet is magically attuned
to the room and the gauntlet and
can teleport up to four individuals
throughout the gauntlet.
Franz uses the amulet to teleport
back and forth between the room
and the gauntlet whenever he
ambushes the characters. He uses
the mask of the dead to hide if need
be from the undead in the gauntlet.
The amulet only works within the
gauntlet, though the mask will work
anywhere.

1. Parlor (EL 2)
The characters slide down the chute
for a brief few seconds and tumble
out unharmed into a small parlor
littered with smashed and broken
furniture. A panel in the wall near
the floor slides closed behind them.
The floor is carpeted and the walls
and ceiling are covered in peeling
wallpaper of gaudy arabesque
designs, beneath which are wood
planks packed tightly into damp
earth. Tearing up the carpet or
prying away the planks reveals that
the room is in fact excavated from
the earth, hinting that the characters
are somewhere underground. A
locked wooden door is the only
way out of the room, above which,
scrawled in blood, are the words
Welcome To Splatterhouse. The
walls of the chute collapse in on
each other and seal the chute after
a character slides into the room,
making it impossible for him to
climb back up.
Development: Once all the
characters are in the room, Franz’s
voice suddenly materializes
magically from thin air, gloating,
“Ah, the intrepid heroes! So
glad you could come. Hope you like
the accommodations. I shall enjoy
feasting on your marrow.” The door
then clicks and slowly swings open.
Traps: Among the refuse of
furniture, a single, intact dresser
drawer of ratty design stands alone
and isolated, while hung above the
sliding panel the characters entered
through is a cuckoo-clock. There
are five drawers in the dresser, each
made of metal and springloaded to
launch out at the characters. The
clock is on a delay trigger, set to go

off every hour. Whenever it triggers,
the cuckoo pops out and fires a
fusillade of darts. The clock chimes
the hour three minutes after the first
character enters the room.
Springloaded Dresser Trap:
CR 2; mechanical; touch trigger;
repair reset; Atk +12 melee (2d6,
metal drawers); multiple targets (all
targets in two adjacent 5-ft. squares);
Search DC 20; Disable Device DC
20.
Fusillade of Darts: CR 1;
mechanical; timed trigger; automatic
reset; Atk +10 ranged (1d4+1, dart);
multiple targets (fires 1d4 darts at
each target in two adjacent 5-ft.
squares); Search DC 14; Disable
Device DC 20.
Treasure: Hidden inside a secret
compartment in the dresser (Search
DC 15) are two cure moderate
wounds potions.

2. Saw (EL 5)
A flight of smooth metal stairs
descend into darkness. Some of the
steps have long gouges in them. As
the characters open the door from
the Parlor, they immediately hear a
loud buzzing sound suddenly start
up from somewhere behind the walls
near the bottom of the stairs, like the
muffled sound of a chainsaw
revving up.
Traps: The stairs are rigged to
flatten into a slide if any weight is
placed on them. This component
of the trap is easy enough to spot
(Search DC 15), but there is no way
to bypass triggering the slide unless
the characters keep their weight off
the stairs. Regardless of how the
characters circumvent the slide,
whether they slide down it, rappel
down it by rope, or employ magic,
a pressure plate at the bottom of the
stairs sets the real trap, causing a
panel to silently open in the
wall at the midpoint of the stairs.
As the next character passes the
midpoint, a second pressure plate
triggers a giant circular saw to
launch out of the wall.
The saw is secured to a piston that
spins the saw and pushes it out, then
pulls the saw back into the wall,
effectively resetting the trap.
Spinning Buzz Saw: CR 5;
mechanical; location trigger;
automatic reset; pressure plate
activated (Search DC 25); Atk +16
melee (1d12+8/x3, giant saw);
Disable Device DC 18.

3. Bark at the Moon (EL 7)
This room reeks of wet, mangy fur
and rotted meat, when you suddenly

realize why — just inside the room
looms a monstrous werewolf with
its arms raised over its head, its
claws poised to strike! Its red lips
are curled back in a ferocious snarl,
exposing its blood-stained fangs.
More of its kin lurk around the
room — thirteen werewolves in all
— ready to pounce on their next
meal ticket, which just so happens to
be you!
Have the characters roll initiative.
Make it seem like these are
real werewolves the characters
must do battle with. In truth, the
“werewolves” are fine porcelain
statues made of fired terra cotta,
intricately painted and detailed to
fool the characters into believing
they are the
real thing.
Development: The statues are
spaced tightly together and are
rigged to break apart if attacked,
releasing a colorless and odorless
gas into the air that acts as a potent
hallucinogen. Because the statues
are so close to each other, characters
attempting to navigate through the
room must succeed a Dexterity
check against DC 17 or bump
into a statue and cause it

to tip into another statue, starting a
domino effect that shatters 1d3
statues. Those characters taking
extra precautions to avoid bumping
the statues receive a +2 bonus
on their rolls. The effects of the
hallucinogen are the same as the
confusion spell (DC 20) and lasts
for five rounds, the only difference
being that the characters will attack
each other, believing one another to
be werewolves. For every broken
statue after the first, more gas is
released into the air, increasing the
DC by one and the duration by one
round.

4. Ride the Lightning (EL 6)
In the center of this small room,
occupying nearly the entire room,
is a stone fountain etched in rough
bas-relief wolf carvings and floral
designs. The fountain is about 15
feet in circumference and filled with
two feet of cool, clear water. In the
center of the fountain is a statue of a

giant werewolf hunched down, with
one arm poised over its head ready
to strike. The hand of the raised arm
is made of metal. The bottom of the
fountain is littered with coins, gems,
and glowing magical items.
Traps: If any characters enter or
disturb the water, the werewolf’s
arm drops into the water and
discharges an electrical current
similar to a lightning bolt spell. A
series of wires run from the hand
to a mechanism buried beneath
the room near an underground
stream, which powers the device
hydroelectrically. The arm
immediately raises back up, but
takes ten minutes for the electricity
to recharge.
High Voltage Trap: CR
6; mechanical; touch trigger;
automatic reset; energy effect (10d6,
electricity, DC 14 Reflex save half
damage); Search DC 28; Disable
Device DC 28.
Treasure: 1,020sp, 567gp, 218pp,
5 chrysoberyls worth 100gp each, 2
black pearls worth 500gp each, star
ruby worth 1,000gp, +2 defending
long sword, dagger of venom, 3 fly
potions, ring of minor fire
resistance.

5. Ankle Biters (EL 4)
The section of floor just opposite the
doorway is hinged to collapse under
100 pounds or more of weight,
dropping the character’s feet into
a shallow one-foot indentation that
spans the breadth of the doorway.
Traps: The indentation is lined
with
several small holes that shoot out
poisoned spears into the character’s
shins and ankles. The spears
are springloaded and reset after
triggered.
Spear Trap: CR 4; mechanical;
location trigger; automatic reset;
DC 25 Ref save to jump clear
and avoid spears, otherwise
roll for attack;
Atk +14 melee
(2d8, spears plus
poison); poison
(giant wasp
poison,
DC 14
Fortitude

save resists, 1d6 Dex/1d6 Dex);
Search DC 20; Disable Device DC
20.

6. Character Pin Cushions
(EL 6)
The north and south walls of this
room are embedded from ceiling
to floor with hundreds of barbed
spikes.
Traps: The room is built on a
fulcrum, causing the north and
south walls to collapse inward. The
only safe way across the room is
by walking along the center, which
is covered in a transparent grease.
For every 20 feet traveled along the
center, the characters must succeed
a Dexterity check or an appropriate
skill check (whichever bonus is
greater) against DC 20 or slip and
send the spiked walls crashing down
on top of them. The walls are solid
stone and will crush almost anything
the characters use to brace the
walls. However, clever or inventive
efforts to brace the walls should be
rewarded with success. Thick chains
connected to an elaborate pulley
system reels the walls back into
place three minutes after they fall.
Collapsing Spiked Wall Trap:
CR 6; mechanical; location trigger;
automatic reset; hidden switch
bypass (Search DC 25); spiked
walls collapse inward (12d6, spikes
and crush); multiple targets (all
targets inside the room); never miss;
Disable Device DC 22.

7. Explosive Flaming Tar
(EL 5)
This large cavern is scorched black.
The earthen ground is cracked and
hardened like concrete, cooked

Franz

by what must have been immense
heat. Baked into the blackened earth
are the charred skeletal remains
and ruined gear of over a dozen
adventurers — grisly last testaments
to the deadly horrors awaiting
the brave and the bold within this
cavern. Three giant stone archways
etched with rough carvings of
wolves and scorched black by fire
span the two entrances and one exit
in to and out of the cavern. Near the
center of the cavern is an apparatus
of metal cogs, chains, and rods,
from the top of which protrudes
a crankshaft and thick metal pipe
covered in dried tar.
Traps: A series of pressure plates
have been hidden at the entrances
and throughout the chamber. The
plates at the entrances are relatively
easy to spot (Search DC 15), but
the remaining six plates are near
impossible to find owing to the
condition of the cavern (Search
DC 25). The noticeable plates are
designed to lull the characters into
a false sense of security and try to
get them to drop their guard a little
so that when they enter the chamber,
they are less likely to continue their
search, believing the trap disarmed.
If the characters are smart (or just
paranoid) and continue searching,
have the character with the highest
Search bonus roll two consecutive
checks. A successful roll against
both means the characters make
it through the cavern unharmed;
however, a failed roll results in the
characters triggering a pressure
plate. Heavy iron portcullises fall
down out of the archways and slam
shut, blocking escape. The apparatus

Mountain Loupgarou

rumbles to life and begins turning
the crankshaft, which in turn quickly
raises the pipe up toward the ceiling
as a geyser of scalding tar suddenly
erupts from the pipe and showers the
characters in black, viscous, burning
rain. Seconds later, the pipe strikes
the ceiling, sending sparks into the
air that ignites the tar and detonates
a fiery blast through the cavern the
same as a fireball spell.
Explosive Flaming Tar Trap:
CR 5; mechanical; location trigger;
automatic reset; energy effect (8d6,
flaming tar explosion, DC 14 Reflex
save half damage); Disable Device
DC 28.
Iron Portcullis: 2 in. thick;
hardness 10; hp 60; Break DC 24.
Treasure: Among the tattered
skeletal remains is a suit of
dragonhide plate half-buried in the
ground. Further investigation of the
skeleton reveals a holy symbol of
Obad-Hai.

8. Do Not Remove (EL 8)
This corridor has a low 8 foot
ceiling. Wedged between a small
pile of rocks and the ceiling at
about the midpoint of the tunnel
is a glowing quarterstaff of white
ash inlaid with silver runes.
Unfortunately, it functions as a
lynchpin and is the only thing
holding up a 15 foot section of the
ceiling.
Development: Removing the
quarterstaff causes a cave-in with
a 15-foot radius bury zone and a
10-foot radius slide zone. However,
clever or inventive efforts to
brace the ceiling and remove the
quarterstaff should be rewarded with
success.
Treasure: The quarterstaff is a
staff of healing with 13 charges.

for a minute or two, then back again.
Clever or inventive efforts to clear
the room should be rewarded with
success, in which case the characters
manage to discover Franz hiding in
the room or manage to damage him
somehow, forcing him to abandon
his ambush prematurely and retreat
via the amulet. Otherwise, Franz
attacks for one additional round
following the surprise round, then
teleports away on the third round.

10. Saw 2 (EL 7)
Congealed blood stains the walls
and ground of this intersection. The
blood is about a day old. Some of
the stains are considerably older
and have dried into sickening black
patches. The smell of death lingers
ahead where the tunnel branches to
the west and ends about 20 feet at a
simple wooden door.
Traps: The intersection is rigged
with two saws affixed to pistons.
Like the first saw trap, these saws
are also secured in compartments,
one behind the wall and one in
the ceiling. A pressure plate at
each junction triggers the trap and
opens the panels. The first saw
thrusts down out of the ceiling, and
the second saw thrusts out of the
southern wall at about three feet off
the ground, hitting everything in the
10-foot square of the intersection.
A bypass switch hidden inside the
space between the secret doors
deactivates the trap.
Twin Spinning Buzz Saws: CR
7; mechanical; location trigger;
automatic reset; hidden switch
bypass (Search DC 25); pressure
plate activated (Search DC 30); Atk
+16 melee/+16 melee (1d12+8/x3,

9. Franz Ambush (EL 9)
The door to this room is made of
solid stone. The door has the usual
doorknob and hinges, but neither is
functional and the door refuses to
budge. There are no hidden switches
or secret levers to gain entry;
instead, the only way into the room
is through a small hinged panel at
the bottom similar to a doggy door.
Franz lurks near the panel on the
other side of the door, surprising
the first character to crawl through.
In the event the characters attempt
to clear the room beforehand, such
as with a fireball spell or divination
magic, Franz overhears their
plans, or the verbal components of
any spells they cast, and uses his
teleportation amulet to teleport away

giant saw); Disable Device DC 27.

11. Chamber of the
Boneclaws (EL 7)
The unmistakable stench of decay
pours through the door and
smothers you from a bare-brick
chamber beyond. Dozens of rotting
corpses lay heaped across the floor
— of long-dead adventurers whose
only legacy now lies in the weapons
and armor scattered among their
ravaged bodies.
The corpses are mostly human,
with a few elves and a dwarf mixed
among the dead. The bodies are in
varying stages of decomposition;
most have been rotting for weeks,
but some are less than five days old.
Creatures: Blended among the
bodies are two Boneclaws. The
creatures are chained to the walls by
thick chains affixed to collars around
their necks. As the characters enter
the room, the Boneclaws suddenly
rise, but do not make any moves
to attack. The chains appear only
long enough to allow the Boneclaws
about a five-foot reach from their
position, providing the characters
a way to slip through the middle
of the room between the creatures;
however, the chains actually pull
from the walls with enough slack to
give the Boneclaws free reign of the
room.
Two skeletal monsters suddenly
rise to their feet. Pieces of muscle
and sinew still cling to their bones.
The fingers of their bony hands are
tipped in two-foot long, knife-like
claws that stretch and contract.
Iron collars around their necks
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are affixed to thick iron chains
in the walls, effectively jailing
the creatures to their spots. The
monsters stare at you with empty
sockets, their teeth chattering
together in agitation.
Boneclaws (2): CR 5; Large
Undead; HD 10d12+40; hp 120;
Init +8; Spd 40 ft.; AC 16, touch
13, flat-footed 12; Base Atk +5; Grp
+14; Atk +7 melee (2d6+7, piercing
claw); Full Atk +7/+7 melee (2d6+7,
piercing claw); Space/Reach 10
ft./20 ft.; SA Reaching Claws; SQ
+2 turn resistance, damage reduction
5/bludgeoning; dark vision 60 ft.,
immunity to cold, unholy toughness,
undead traits; AL CE; SV Fort +3,
Ref +7, Will +9; Str 21, Dex 18, Con
—, Int 14, Wis 14, Cha 19, Monster
Manual III 17.
Skills: Hide +13, Intimidate +17,
Listen +15, Move Silently +17,
Search +15, Spot +15.
Feats: Combat Reflexes, Improved
Initiative, Improved Natural Attack
(claw), Power Attack.
Languages: Common, Abyssal.
Reaching Claws (Ex): instantly
extend its claws up to 20 feet,
threatening more
squares.
Unholy Toughness (Ex): hit point
bonus equal to Charisma modifier
times its HD.
Tactics: The Boneclaws wait
and see if the characters enter
their threatened squares, reaching
out with their claws for attacks of
opportunity. If the characters do
not approach, the Boneclaws lunge
forward and attack normally.
Treasure: Most of the armor,

weapons, and gear scattered around
the room are mundane and useless
— shredded and tattered by the
Boneclaws deadly talons. There
remains a few intact items, however,
which the characters can find with a
successful Search check against DC
15. The items consist of a wand of
cure light wounds with 31 charges,
cloak of resistance +1, and pearl of
power
(1st-lvl).

12. Saw 3 (EL 8)
The corpse of an elven woman lays
in front of the door, her chest cavity
split open, spilling her blood and
organs onto the floor. In addition
to the gaping wound in her chest,
her body looks well-gnawed, like
something has been eating from it.
Traps: The woman was a rogue
and one of the three adventurers
depicted in the prologue of this
adventure. As she searched the area,
she triggered a trap rigged in front of
the door. Her companions watched
in horror as a spinning blade
dropped out of the
ceiling and cleaved open her chest.
The cleric, D’cessarac, tried to save
her with healing magic, but she
was already dead and he couldn’t
resuscitate her.
A panel slides open in the ceiling
and a mechanical arm jointed
together in two places descends from
the dark opening. A long, slender
blade fastened to the tip of the arm
starts spinning, turning
toward you.
The mechanical arm folds into a
secret compartment in the ceiling in
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front of the door. A pressure plate
activates the trap, causing the panel
in the ceiling to slide open and the
mechanical arm to drop down and
spin the blade.
Creatures: At the same time, a
hidden door releases four cannibal
zombies from a nearby secret room.
The zombies know how to open and
close the hidden door on their own,
whether the trap is triggered or not.
The zombies shamble toward the
characters, attempting to push them
back into the blade. If a character
succeeds his Reflex save to avoid the
trap, then the character leaps out of
the way at the same time the zombie
lunges forward, causing the zombie
to walk into the blade.
With amazing speed, you throw
yourself against the wall as the
mechanical arm reaches for you and
the spinning blade whizzes past your
face. A zombie lunges toward you at
the same time you sidestep the arm.
The mindless thing fearlessly walks
into the blade like rotted meat in a
blender, splattering the tunnel in
gore!
Characters failing the Reflex save
are struck by the blade’s initial thrust
and must fight the zombies with the
blade
at their backs. Every successful slam
attack a zombie scores against a
character, the character must
succeed a Reflex save or be pushed
into the blade. If the characters
managed to disarm the trap before
it triggered, then they can fight the
zombies normally, in which case the
encounter level lowers to EL 7.
Cannibal Zombies (4): CR 3;
Medium Undead; HD 3d12+3; hp
15; Init -1; Spd 30 ft. (can’t run); AC
14, touch 9, flat-footed 15; Base Atk
+1; Grp +5; Atk +5 melee (1d8+4,
slam); Full Atk +5 melee (1d8+4,
slam); Space/Reach 5 ft./5 ft.; SA
bending the land, create spawn; SQ
damage reduction 5/slashing, dark
vision 60 ft., single actions only,
stitching, undead traits; AL CE; SV
Fort +1, Ref +0, Will +3; Str 19,
Dex 8, Con —, Int —, Wis 10, Cha
1, Denizens of Dread 225.
Skills: Climb +8.
Feats: Toughness.
Mechanical Arm with Spinning
Blade: CR 5; mechanical; location
trigger; automatic reset; pressure
plate activated (Search DC 27); Atk
+14 melee (3d6, giant blade, Reflex
DC 20 no damage); Disable Device
DC 29.

13. The Crimson Death
(EL 11)
A short flight of steps carved from
the living rock descends into this
small maze of winding, earthen
tunnels. The floor is covered in
a foot of water, across the top of
which drifts a low fog.
Creatures: The fog conceals a
crimson death — the deadliest of
Mother Fury’s minions — and a
creature she also lost three of her
followers to and expended a great
deal of her power to subjugate. In
the end, she nearly destroyed the
creature, forcing its servitude as
an alternative to its destruction.
To further secure its obedience,
she appealed to its need for a
constant source of fresh blood. This
allegiance is a shaky one, however,
and the crimson death only feigns
obedience and stays because it
knows it has a guaranteed meal
ticket in the gauntlet.
Crimson Death: CR 11; Medium
Undead; HD 13d12; hp 130; Init
+9; Spd Fly 30 ft. (perfect); AC
17, touch 17, flat-footed 12; Base
Atk +11; Grp +11; Atk +11 melee
(blood drain, 2 incorporeal touches);
Space/Reach 5 ft./5 ft.; SA blood
drain, seize; SQ darkvision 60
ft., incorporeal, lift, +2 turn
resistance, undead traits; AL
NE; SV Fort +4, Ref +11,
Will +10; Str —, Dex 21,
Con —, Int 17, Wis 15, Cha
14, Monster Manual II 53.
Skills: Concentration +14,
Hide +21 (+29 hiding in
fog, +25 hiding in fog after
feeding), Intuit Direction +7,
Listen +20, Search +13, Spot
+20.
Feats: Alertness, BlindFight, Combat Expertise,
Combat Reflexes, Dodge,
Improved Initiative, Lightning
Reflexes, Mobility, Spring
Attack.
Blood Drain (Ex):
1d4 Constitution
damage against a
seized opponent
plus 1d4 additional
Constitution damage
each round opponent
remains seized until
at least 12 points
of Constitution are
consumed.
Seize (Ex): opponent
is seized whenever the
crimson death succeeds
a touch attack, successful
Escape Artist check or
grapple check to break free.

Incorporeal (Su): can pass
through solid objects, crimson death
attacks ignore natural armor, armor,
and shields; harmed only by ethereal
creatures, + 1 or better magic
weapons, spells, spell-like abilities
and supernatural abilities; 50%
chance of ignoring magic weapon
and spell damage except from force
effects or ghost touch weapons.
Lift (Sp): as a free action, can lift
seized creatures or objects up to 300
pounds similar to telekinesis spell
(sustained force version, caster level
12), crimson death must succeed
a grapple check against struggling
opponents.
Treasure: In the secret room
marked A are the drained husks of
D’cessarac and the fighter. On the
fighter’s body is +1 full plate and
a +1 alchemical gold long sword.
On D’cessarac’s body is mithral full
plate of speed, +1 ghost touch heavy
mace of undead bane, phylactery of
faithfulness, divine spell scroll with
remove curse and remove disease,
and the rogues gear which consists
of a mithral chain shirt, cloak of
elvenkind, +1 short sword, chime of
opening, and wand of magic
missiles (1st-lvl)

with 27 charges. He also has a note
with a hastily scrawled last will
and testament describing how he
was sent by the Church of Ezra in
Mordent to investigate the Howling
Clan and should anyone find the
note, to send word of his death to
his superiors in Mordent. The other
secret rooms contain more drained
husks of past victims. Searching
these rooms will find a total of
128gp.

Concluding the
Adventure
The characters finally make it out
of the gauntlet alive, surviving the
nameless horrors of Splatterhouse
to tell the tale. No sooner than
they taste their first breath of fresh
air, a group of 12 mountain loupgarous led by Mother Fury herself
suddenly appear from the woods in
their human forms and encircle the
characters. She demands to know
what is going on, who the characters
are, how they found the house, etc.
Before the characters can answer,
Franz exits the gauntlet. “Franz!”
Mother Fury barks. “So, it all

makes sense now. You obsequious
little lapdog! You and your play
toys will pay for your trespasses
with your lives!” The loup-garous
slowly close in on Franz and the
characters, preparing to transform
into their hybrid forms and pounce,
when the voice of Harkon Lukas
booms from the woods. “Stop!” He
steps out from the darkness into the
moonlight, followed by 9 wolfweres
and 3 greater wolfweres in their
human forms, and a pack of 7 dire
wolves.

another 10 mountain loup-garous
that are hunting nearby in the
woods. Both sides are hell-bent on
slaughtering the other, and seem to
pay no attention to the characters.
Warn the characters that now would
be a good time to retreat. However,
they must first contend with Franz
before they can escape, who leaps in
front of them, none too pleased that
they have ruined his plans to destroy
Mother Fury and assume control of
the clan.

“Mother Fury at last,” Harkon
Lukas grins. The points of sharp
cuspids poke over his bottom lip.
“You are one tough lady to find.”
Fear washes over Mother Fury’s
face, but she quickly recomposes
herself.
“Lukas!” she growls. “This does
not concern you.”
“Oh, but it does,” Lukas says as
the seven pony-sized wolves spread
out in front of him to form a barrier.
“Your very existence concerns me,
though I shall soon rectify that.”
“So be it, fool! Let this be our final
battle! Kill them! Kill them all!”

“You whelps have ruined
everything!” Franz snarls. “Your
deaths would have given me the
power I needed to destroy Mother
Fury and take control of her
Howling Clan.” His face contorts
in exquisite agony, a pain he
sadistically relishes in. His features
twist and change. His flesh crawls,
sprouting dark, reddish-brown fur.
His clothes burst at the seams,
ripping apart to reveal his true
bestial nature. He looms before you,
teeth and claws poised to strike,
leering with a hideous grin. “But
now I will just have to settle for
slaying you!”

With that, both sides transform
into their hybrid forms and clash
in a bloody frenzy of razor teeth
and claws. Mother Fury lets loose
a bloodcurdling howl, summoning

Franz fights to the death, having
nothing left to live for. His defeat
opens the way for the characters’
escape. Warn them that to stay and
fight would be foolish and likely
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result in their own destruction. If
the characters ignore the warning
and are adamant about joining the
fray, both factions stop fighting each
other and momentarily focus their
rage on the characters instead! If at
any point the characters finally come
to their senses and make the smart
decision to retreat, each faction
resumes attacking the other. The
characters make it back to Skald
unharmed. Although the outcome of
the battle between Mother Fury and
Harkon Lukas remains unknown,
D’cessarac’s note provides an
opportunity for further adventures
involving Mother Fury, Lukas, the
Howling Clan, and Splatterhouse.
The note also paves the way for
introducing the characters to the
domain of Mordent and to the secret
society of the Blessed Army of Ezra.
Irregardless of the future, three days
later the characters are visited by a
messenger with a personal thank you
letter from Lukas that reads “Thank
you, my friends, for your assistance.
Perhaps I shall call on you again.
In the meantime, you have my
personal guarantee that you may
travel my lands freely without harm
from my servants. Signed, H.” Of
course, Lukas has no intentions of
keeping his word, and the characters
are in even greater danger than
when they first arrived in Kartakass
owing to their newfound knowledge
of the events that transpired at
Splatterhouse and of Lukas’s true
identity.
Jason Duke is a published crime
writer and RPG designer. He
earned a BA in public relations from
Arizona State University in August
2005 and entered the Army the same
month. Now he serves as a paralegal
specialist for the Army’s JAG Corp.
His stories have appeared in such
magazines as Plots With Guns,
3AM Magazine, Outsider Ink, The
Murder Hole, Muse Apprentice
Guild, A Cruel World, and Shred of
Evidence, and his screenplays have
earned a special mention in the 2002
American Gem Short Script Contest
and placed as a finalist in the 2003
Anything But Hollywood Contest.
His adventure “The Necromancer’s
Pet” appeared in issue #73 of
Dungeon. He is currently working
on a new sci-horror game setting
called Hellbound as well as further
adventures for Explosive Runes.

  
World
Building:
Of Worlds and their Seasons
Article by Securis
Artwork by LadyofHats
When Dungeon Masters’ creative
minds begin to wonder about the
peoples and creatures that inhabit their
worlds, they inevitably arrive at where
these inhabitants live. Geography and
the creatures that live within specific
terrains definitely go hand in hand and
knowing the environmental conditions
around people, animals, and monsters
often brings a better understanding of
the ways they might develop or react.
Geography and climate are essential
determining factors in terms of setting
the scene. We’ll visit these concepts
before moving on to the idea of
inhabitants.
The lay of the land, adventurers can
live or die by this information alone,
especially in trackless wilderness.
Looking in or out, we can create the
entire globe with all of its oceans, seas,
rivers, landmasses, mountain ranges,
plains, deserts, and tundra or focus on
one aspect like a stretch of coastline.
The first option would take days of
planning and writing to detail to its
full breadth so we’ll be sticking to
something nice and tidy.
In the last article, we referred to the
structure of the real world as a skeleton
for creating a role-play world and that’s
what we’ll be using here. By making
an arbitrary choice and stating a region
such as a “coastline”, we already have
to environments to fill up. There will
obviously be land and water. Before
going on to the creatures, it might be
prudent to determine the climate. One
can’t really put remorhaz on a tropical
beach to sip pineapple daiquiris. They’d
suffer from terminal heat and that’d be
“inelfmane”.
In this case, we’ll talk over an
artic coastline, which turns us back
to real life and structure. Filling an
area quickly, we can place icebergs
in the open water at the edge of pack
ice, pressure ridges along a stretch of
thicker sheets of ice flows, even sea-side
ice cliffs that continually spawn icy
destruction for unwary ships, and the
awesomeness of a fast flowing glacier
crisscrossed with crevasses, which
conveniently form the frozen sea-cliffs.
All in all, a very intimidating arena
in which survival would be a chancy
encounter at best.
This article puts forward real world
structure as the easiest way to install
a world that players will understand
immediately and be able to react to
cohesively. Creativity is not limited

to these structures but for ease in
explanation we’ll stick to this vein of
thinking as we move into ecology and
people.
Geography is set, as is the climate,
so we can begin to establish ecology.
Quite easily, our coastline is filled with
every conceivable mundane creature
that we know about living in artic
conditions. Polar bears and penguins
crawl around in the land aspect while
killer whales and seals swim about
underneath the water. There is not much
green that can survive such extremes
so we’re done with mundane flora but
we could do a little research to find out
what plants do live in so barren and
cold a climate if we wanted. That’s
what we’ll call background flavor
because in a Dungeons and Dragons
world, or any RPG world, there are
monsters and magical beasts that
wander the landscape terrorizing the
rest of creation, especially the weak and
civilized natives.
Glaciers run out of mountains
sometimes and quickly with a smacking
pop sound we’ve added mountains as
a border to our awesome sheet of ice.
In these mountains live tribes of frost
giants that herd mastadon for their food
supply. Dire Polar bear often hunt the
poor creatures but at the same time
make great hunting for giants. These
examples might be a bit cliché but
they answer the primary questions of
“what?”, “where?”, and “how?”.
Keeping those questions in mind, we
can place in the distance, across the
glacier’s vast cracked surface, a stretch
of tundra that also borders the ocean via
fjords. It’s a place inhabitable by people.
Who and why? The choice of race can
be just about any but it takes reasoning

to place folks there. Eskimo-like
humans, advanced magically inclined
ice elves, industrious orc-kind, or all of
the above; each one has a reason that
they came to be there. Humans migrate
but these are simple people with simple
culture following seal populations for
food. Their sylvan kin, on the other
hand, have raised crystalline cities of
ice and developed immunity to cold
as well as cold-based-magic for their
survival. They came to the artic to
escape the troubles of more populated
areas. The orcan brothers that live
nearby have founded cities that exploit
geothermal vents, which they also mine
for mineralogical treasures.
Simple explanations or not, taking
geography, climate, ecology, and
inhabitants; a DM can expound on any
type of world they choose to create. The
core of the creative process in world
building is to continue to ask questions
that lead to details, which offer more
questions about the world.
Securis writes: I’m a sculptor without
any preference for media be it stone,
clay, paper, found objects, or whatever.
I’ve sold a few things here and there
but I’m not in demand nor am I famous.
At the moment, I’m an innkeeper with
a focus on remodeling and maintaining
a large 4-storied log cabin on a bluff
overlooking the Lemhi valley. I’m an
art-educator, art teacher if it pleases
you, and I’ve taken some time away
from education to see if that’s what I
want to do as a steady career. Yep, it
is. I’ll be fasttracking myself back to
that occupation so that by next fall I’ll
be swattin the kiddies and passin out
homework.

DnD Made Simple(r):
Article by Sine Semper
Artwork by Quiet, Black Knight, Wiseman20
So you want to learn D&D . . . but you don’t have the time
or patience to read through that whole PHB before jumping
right into the game! Or, worse, you don’t have the PHB yet,
but still want to make a character so you can start your first
game. Well, with my help, now you can make that character.
Follow this guide and you can have a level one character
made in a very short time.
The character making process can be broken down into two
parts: The stats and the personality. These two things have a
lot to do with each other, and some people prefer to do one
before the other. Since you’re likely new to this, though,
we’re going to do the stats first as it’s the hardest part to
understand.

Stats

The first and most important thing about your character is
their abilities. The six abilities are: Strength (how strong
they are), Dexterity (how agile), Constitution (how tough),
Intelligence (how smart), Wisdom (how insightful), and
Charisma (how personable). To make things easy, just use
these stats for your first character: 15, 14, 13, 12, 10, 8.
Decide where you want each of them to go! Do you want
a buff, powerful warrior with a keen mind? Then Strength,
Constitution, and Wisdom should be high. Or maybe a very
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smart, funny person who’s quick to dodge a blow? Then
Intelligence, Charisma, and Dexterity are your best friends.
You decide! Write them in the “abilities” section on the top
left side of the first page of your character sheet. In the area
that says “Modifier” put -1 for 8, +0 for 10, +1 for 12 and 13,
and +2 for 14 and 15. If you somehow get a 16 or 17 later,
put a +3!

Race

The next part you need to worry about with your character
is their race. The six races you can choose from are: Human,
dwarf (short, bearded person), elf (thin, graceful person),
gnome (short, wrinkled person), half-elf (human-elf mix),
half-orc (tall, powerful, slightly dumb person), and halfling
(short, nimble person). Reference the Player’s Handbook to
read about the typical personalities, lands, and other things
about the race. Record your race and the racial abilities that
you get from your race on your character sheet.

Class

After that, you’ll need to worry about your character’s
“class.” The character’s class is basically the character’s job.
What do they do in the adventuring party? Below is a list of
the classes, a
short description, and their usual job in a party.
Barbarian: A powerful warrior who uses blood lust to
rend his enemies to pieces and has a love of nature. Job:
Bashing enemies, taking lots of damage, and finding food in
the wild.
Bard: A traveling minstrel, storyteller, and enchanter,
knowledgeable about many obscure facts and well-known
exploits. Job: Public speaking for the party, having all the
answers, enchanting the enemies, and entertaining with a
good song or story.
Cleric: Holy servant of the gods, a preacher of the faith
and messenger of light . . . or darkness. Job: Heal the party,
turn/destroy undead, serve as a back-up warrior.
Druid: Messenger, warrior, and servant for nature and
a mysterious gatherer of wisdom. Job:Summon monsters
to help, provide minor healing, provide minor spellcasting
prowess, and serve as a minor warrior.
Fighter: An experienced combatant that uses tactics and
knowledge to take down enemies. Job: Bashing enemies,
taking lots of damage.
Monk: An unarmed warrior who believes in the power
of the mind and body over weapons and armor, using
only himself to overcome obstacles. Job:Serve as a strong
combatant, be sneaky or overcome obstacles such as high
walls or deep chasms.
Paladin: Righteous warrior of the heavens who uses her
divine gifts to punish evil and right wrongs. Job: Smite the
wicked at every turn, provide moderate healing and minor
spellcasting.
Ranger: Strong woodsman and archer or dexterous
warrior. Job: Serve as a good archer or front line warrior, be
sneaky, track down enemies, fight a chosen foe very well,
provide minor spellcasting.
Rogue: A sneaky trickster or very skillful individual who
uses any opportunity he can in a fight. Job: Be sneaky,
disarm traps, unlock doors, ambush enemies.
Sorcerer: A powerful mage who uses the power of his

soul to fuel his magical talents. Job: Provide major amounts
of spellcasting, trying to balance his spells to maximize
usefulness or combat prowess.
Wizard: An intelligent mage who uses long hours of study
and learning to master the secrets of magic. Job: Provide
major spellcasting, thinking ahead and knowing what he
needs to have ahead of time so that he can prepare.
Once you’ve chosen your class, you should look at the
special abilities that they get at first level, and read over how
they work, like a wizard’s spells or a monk’s armor class
bonus.

Skills

Skills are the next most important thing. Skills are what tasks
your character is good at, like identifying a spell or sneaking
around. To make things easy for your first character, for every
skill that you take, just put 4 ranks into it. Clerics, fighters,
paladins, sorcerers, and wizards get a number of skills equal
to 2 + their Intelligence modifier, so put four ranks in that
many skills. Barbarians, druids, monks, and rangers get 4 +
their Intelligence modifier. Bards get 6 + their Intelligence
modifier. Rogues get 8 + their Intelligence modifier! If you’re
a human, you even get one extra skill! Look at your class list
of skills, and choose the skills that you want your character to
be good at.

Feats

Feats are next. A feat is some extraordinary talent that a
character has, like being able to fight on horseback or having
extensive training with a particular weapon. Every character
gets to start with one feat, no matter what. Humans get one
extra feat at first level, and so do fighters. If you’re playing
a human fighter, you get a whopping three feats! To decide
what feats your character knows, glance through the list
on page 87 of the PHB and decide what you want your
character to be good at. Be careful, though! Some of them
have other requirements, such as a certain Dexterity score or
ranks in a certain skill. Make sure your character meets these
requirements (known as prerequisites) before choosing a feat.
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Equipment

Now for gear. But you’ll have to find out how much money
you get first! To make it easy, take this much money,
depending on your class:
Barbarian or Bard: 100 gold
Cleric or Rogue: 125 gold
Druid: 50 gold
Fighter, Paladin, or
Ranger: 150 gold
Monk: 13 gold
Sorcerer or Wizard: 75 gold
With this money, first buy a good weapon and some
armor. Keep in mind what your character can use! Wizards
and sorcerers can’t wear armor, and druids can only wear
certain kinds. Also, a rogue can’t handle a greatsword very
well. Make sure you know what your character is proficient
with. You can find that information in the class description.
To decide on your weapon and armor, pick things that your
character would use. It’s more important that you like what
your character is using than how much damage it will do.
After you’ve gotten your weapons and armor, get other
necessary equipment and things that you think your character
would have. For instance, everyone needs trail rations and a
water skin. It’s important for survival! Also, a wizard needs
his spellbook and a cleric needs his holy symbol. Think about
the kind of things that your character would have. If he’s from
the north, maybe he has winter clothes. If you want him to
have lived in the mountains, maybe he has a
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climber’s kit.

Hit Points and
Armor Class

Okay! We’re almost done, now! From here on out, it’s just the
little things. “How much HP do I have?” “What’s my Armor
Class?” That kind of thing.
For your HP (hit points), just look at what class you’ve got.
Barbarian: 12 HP, Fighter / Paladin: 10 HP, Cleric / Druid
/ Monk / Ranger: 8 HP, Bard / Rogue: 6 HP, Wizard /
Sorcerer: 4 HP. Now just add your “Constitution modifier.”
It’s the number right beside your Constitution ability, all the
way back at the start of your character sheet, remember? Your
HP is done! This is how much damage you can take before
passing out or dying.
For Armor Class, the first thing you’ve gotta do is find the
box that says “Dex modifier.” You can guess what to put
there! Your Dexterity modifier, of course. After that, look at
how much of a bonus your armor and shield are going to give
you. Fill in the boxes for those. Finally, if you’re a monk,
figure out how much Armor Class you’re going to get from
your Wisdom as well. You don’t have to worry about “Misc”
or “Magic” or “Natural” armor right now. That might come
later! Now, just add all of those up and add the base “10”
Armor Class that everyone gets, and you’ve got your Armor
Class! This is how hard it is for monsters to hit you.

glow . . .”
Finally, the details. What deity does your character worship?
What alignment is he? What’s his name? What color is his
hair? Does he have any specific goals? All of this you should
have a vague idea about, and write down what you think
might be a good idea.
And your character is complete. This isn’t really a catchall guide, but it will give you enough information on your
character sheet that you can play some D&D for a week or
two while you read through the rules or wait for your next
paycheck to arrive so you can BUY the rules. Remember that
the DM has the
final say about anything that needs to be done on your
character sheet, but most
of them are quite helpful and willing to give you a hand with
some of the more difficult parts of character creation. Don’t
be afraid to ask for help!
Lastly, some of this stuff won’t make sense at first. Don’t
worry! It will all be explained in good time.
Now go play some D&D.

Rounding Out the Rest

Well, that certainly was a lot of work, but it was the hardest
part. When you go into a game, make sure the DM looks over
it! There are a lot of minor rules that we didn’t go over, and
something might need changing about your character. Just
remember: Whatever the DM says, goes.
Now you’ve just gotta figure out the character’s
“Personality” which really means all the “non-rule” things
about your character. This part is pretty easy, in comparison!

Personality

There are really four “major” parts of your character’s
personality. History, personality, physical description, and
details.
The History. This is what has happened to your character.
Feel free to be as vague or as thorough as you want here!
Maybe your character tells no one about his past because he
wants to keep some kind of mistake a secret, or maybe he’s
a traveler that loves to boast about his exploits! Think about
things like the character’s class and race when you’re writing
this. Where did he get his skills or training? Why isn’t he
more like people from his homeland? All that good stuff.
The Personality. What’s your character like? Is he
someone that’s always telling jokes and screwing around,
or is he some no-nonsense, meditative guy? Does he
like to chew on orange peels? Does he have a particular
fondness for art? Is he angry irrationally? All of this
kind of thing goes here. Flesh out your character. Decide
who you want to play. Again, feel free to be as vague or
in-depth as you want. If you really know what you want to
play, fill in every little detail, but if you’re not sure, let the
character’s personality reveal itself over time, depending on
how you decide to react to certain situations.
Physical Description. What does your character look like?
Is he dashing with fiery red hair and deep green eyes, a head
taller than most men and built like an ox, or is he scarred by
some past fight, disfigured and hiding amidst a dark cloak at
all times because of it? Whatever you want goes here. For this
part, more is usually better. The more detail you give about
your character’s appearance, the better people can visualize
him when you say “Fegnith strides into the bar, his frame
blocking out the starry night’s gentle

Darkblade
Male Elven Assassin

he pc
Tkiller
Article by Jason Duke
Artwork by LadyofHats

I have this d20, see, that I lovingly
call the PC Killer. I don’t remember
how or when I got it. One day, a
long time ago, it just appeared in my
black satin dice bag with the rest of
my dice. I dumped them out, and
there it was — shiny and black, with
pale white numbers. I was fascinated
by its mysterious appearance and
began using the die to make all my
d20 rolls as DM.
The die was vicious, landing on
high rolls during combat, and low
rolls whenever they were needed.
Natural 20’s were its specialty. The
die was so vicious, in fact, that it
got to the point where my players
didn’t trust me to roll behind the
DM screen anymore, though it was
necessary so I could fudge some
of the rolls in order to keep their
characters alive.
The die seemed to delight in
killing off characters. It had a will
of its own. It was alive! It would
get angry if anyone but me touched
it, and would roll badly for a short
while out of spite. As a player, the
die rolled normally, but the moment
I began rolling it as DM, its vicious
streak would rear its ugly head like
the dual personalities of Jekyl and
Hyde.
I would always roll the die before
the start of a gaming session, saying,
“Time to warm up the PC Killer.”
I would then roll it a few times as
the players watched on in horror,
until it usually started rolling high

by the second or third roll (I’m
talking higher than 17), at which
point I’d smile and exclaim Uh oh,
and the players would all hang and
shake their heads. Sometimes the die
would roll a natural 20 the first time
out, earning groans all around.
Of course, this was back when
2nd Ed. was still in use. I stopped
playing D&D for awhile (mainly
because I was so disgusted with the
change to 3.5e after having spent
hundreds of dollars on all the 2nd
Ed. material) and shelved my books,
my battlemat, my miniatures, and
my dice, including the PC Killer.
It sat there for the next four years
gathering dust, until last year when I
finally caved in and bought the 3.5e
books (though only what I needed
to play) after meeting some new
players and starting another group.
I pulled the PC Killer out of
retirement, worried that it would be
upset with me after so many years
of neglect. Because I’m a published
DM in Dungeon Adventures, the
group wanted me to run a game. The
evening came for our first session,
and because old habits die hard, I
decided to warm up the PC Killer.
I dumped my dice out of my black
satin bag and they spilled into a tiny
pile onto the table. The PC Killer
proudly rolled out of the pile a little
farther from the other dice, so that it
stood alone.
“Time to warm up the PC Killer,”
I said and the players gave me

puzzled looks.
“The PC Killer?” one of them
asked, and I smiled, rolling the die.
It landed on a natural 20.
“Dumb luck,” the player scoffed.
I rolled it again, and again it landed
on a natural 20. The players all
began to look worried. Another roll,
and another 20.
“What is it, a loaded die?” they
wondered.
“No,” I said. “It rolls low, at least
it used to back when I played 2nd
edition.”
“Let me guess, for ability checks
and proficiency checks, right?”
“That’s right,” I said. “But now it
seems to only want to roll high.”
I rolled the PC Killer several more
times, landing on nothing less than
15. There were some low rolls,
and the players seemed somewhat
relieved to see this, but these rolls
were few and far between. The PC
Killer was back and in full effect.
It had been cooped up for too long,
anxious to kill it some characters.
Needless to say, the players came
close to rolling up new characters
that night.
Unfortunately (although fortunate
for players), DnDonlinegames has
its own die roller, and so I am forced
to use the roller like everyone else.
The PC Killer will miss killing off
player characters, though, and it
sends its regards.

Insight Striker

New Class by Eggydez

Artwork byAscendant

treasure. If they are a part of a group, they are usually called
on to do magical scouting, then help with magic support
before engaging in melee combat. Lone Insight Strikers tend
to be a curious bunch, using their magic and blade to locate
the knowledge or treasure they are looking for.
HD: d8
Requirements: In order to become a Insight Striker a
character must have the following:
BAB: +4
Feats:
Spell Focus (Divination)
Skill Focus (Concentrate)
Special:
Ability to cast Detect Thought
Class Skills:
The Insight Striker’s class skills (and the key ability for
each skill) are: Concentration (Con), Craft (Int), Knowledge
(all skills, taken individually) (Int), Profession (Wis), Sense
Motive (Wis) Spellcraft (Int)
Skill Points at each level: 2 + Int Modifier

Kaslan Female Human Insight Striker
“How about I stick my blade into you, just for thinking about
it”
-Kaslan ‘Minty’ Caredel
Knowledge is power. Be it practical or obscure lore,
knowledge is power. Some people focus on only one
profession or type of knowledge. Others will try both, and
use each other to complement, or offset the other. Some use
knowledge to self-train, becoming better. Others read minds
or try to predict the future through magical means. There
are few that take the path of both combatant and spellcaster.
There are none that blend them together better then the
Insight Striker.
Insight Strikers are both combatants and spellcasters. But
unlike the Eldritch Knight, Spellsword, or others that claim
to be both, the Insight Striker’s combat and arcane powers
rely on each other, as opposed to being two separate but
powerful functions. Insight Strikers also train their minds to
better help them with combat abilities.
Adaptation: The most common types of Insight Strikers
are Fighter/Wizards, though Fighter/Sorcerers, Fighter/
Clerics, and Fighter/Bards are not unheard-of. Swashbuckler/
Wizards, Swashbuckler/Sorcerers, Swashbuckler/Clerics,
and Swashbuckler/Bards also may find themselves as
candidates. Beguilers can qualify for this class at later levels
if they want more attack power. Rouge/Spellcasters may take
this class later in their career if they find themselves required
to do magical spying. Clerics with the Knowledge Domain
qualify for this class easily, but it is clerics that have the
Strength or War Domains that advance in the class. Paladins,
Rangers, Monks and Druids tend to stay away from this
class, because it usually offends their morals, and they gain
little benefit from it.
NPC Insight Strikers can be members of a military, a part
of an adventuring band, or a lone adventurer in search of

Class Features:
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The Insight Striker gains
proficiency with all Simple and Martial Light Weapons and
the Rapier.
Canny Concentrate (Ex): An Insight Striker is able to
concentrate at any task under the most stressful conditions.
They add their intelligence modifier and Insight Striker level
to any concentrate check they make involving casting or
maintaining a spell.
Spells per Day: An Insight Striker’s training doesn’t only
focus on magic, hence every other level s/he gains a level
in a spellcasting class s/he belonged to before she added
the prestige class. S/he does not, however, gain any other
benefit a character of that class would have gained. This
essentially means that s/he add his/her Insight Striker level
to the level of some other spellcasting class the character
has, then determine spells per day, spells known, and caster
level accordingly. If the Insight Striker had two or more
spellcasting classes, s/he must chose which one to apply this
too.
Precise Strike (Ex): Starting at 1st level, a Insight Striker
gains the ability to strike precisely with a light or one-handed
piercing weapon, gaining an extra 1d6 damage added to
his/her normal damage roll. When making a Precise Strike
an Insight Striker cannot attack with a weapon in his/her
other hand or use a shield. Precise strike only works against
living creature with discernible anatomies. Any creature that
is immune to critical his are also immune to this effect. The
damage rises to +2d6 at 5th level and +3d6 at 9th.
Quicken Divination: At 2nd level, when not wearing armor
or using a shield, and Insight Striker can spontaneously cast
a divination spells as if it were effected by the metamagic
feat Quicken Spell (see pg 98 of the PHB), twice a day. This
increases to three times a day at level 7 and five times a day
at level 10.
Canny Defense (Ex): When not wearing armor or using a
shield, an Insight Striker adds 1 point of Intelligence bonus
(if any) per class level to his/her Dexterity bonus to modify
AC while wielding a melee weapon. For instance, a 3rd level
Insight Striker with an Intelligence score of 18 (+4 Bonus)
can add +3 to his/her AC. If s/he is caught flat-footed or
otherwise denied her Dex bonus, she also loses this bonus.
Improved Detect (Ex): At 4th level an Insight Striker’s
detect spells resolve faster then normal ones. Instead of
taking three rounds for detect spells to resolve, they now
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only take one (saves and other effects still happen normally).
An
Insight Striker can also now move and engage in combat
well still maintaining these spells. If the Insight Striker is hit
s/he must make a concentrate (DC is 10 + damage dealt +
spell level) or lose that spell (see pg. 70 of PHB)
Insightful Defense (Ex): At 5th level any target that the
Insight Striker currently is detecting thoughts (or other
similar mind effecting spell or ability) can no longer Feint
the Insight Striker.
Exploit Weakness (Ex): At 6th level the Insight Striker can
apply his/her Int Modifier instead of Str or Dex to attack rolls
to any opponent the Insight Striker is successfully detecting
thoughts or other similar mind effecting effect.
Improved Insightful Defense (Ex): At 8th level the Insight
Striker gains a +4 insight bonus to AC against any opponent
the Insight Striker is successfully detecting thoughts or other
similar mind effecting effect.
Insight Striker Lore
Characters with Knowledge (Arcana) can research Insight
Striker’s to learn more about them. If in your campaign
Insight Strikers are a guild or part of an organization,
they can make a Gather Information check instead of a
Knowledge (Arcana). When the players make a check read
the following information including the lower DCs:
DC 10: “Insight Striker’s are both sword users and
spellcasters, using both abilities in combat.”
DC 15: “An Insight Striker’s favorite spells are from
the school of divination, which they can use quickly and
effectively in combat.”
DC 20: “Insight Striker’s train their minds to be used in
combat, often using it to overcome physical weaknesses.”
DC 30: “When reading minds, Insight Strikers are most
dangerous. They are better able to protect themselves and
strike more effectively. They are impossible to bluff in
combat.”
Sample Insight Striker
Kaslan ‘Minty’ Caredel Human Wiz 3 (Deviationist)/Fighter
3/ Insight Striker 6 CR 12; HD = 3d4+3d10+6d8+15=64
Init+2; Speed 30ft; AC 25 (10 + 7 Dex (+5 Int) + 2 Armor
+1 Deflection +5 Combat Expertise), Flat Footed 13,
Touch 23 (18 of no Expertise); Base Atk/Grp +10/+11;
Full Atk (including Expertise and Defending) +6/+1 melee
(+1Defending Rapier 1d6+2 18-20/x2); Special Attacks:
Precise Strike +2d6, Exploit weakness; Special Defenses:
Canny Defense; Special Abilities: Canny Concentrate,
Quicken Divination 2/day, Improved Detect, Insightful

Spells Special
per Day
Canny Concentrate
Precise strike +1d6
+1 level
Quicken Divination 2/day
Canny Defense
+1 level
Improved Detect
Precise strike +2d6
Insightful Defense
+1 level
Exploit Weakness
Quicken Divination 3/day
+1 level
Improved Insightful Defense
Precise strike +3d6
+1 level
Quicken Divination 5/day

defense, Spell Mastery (Chapter 5 PHB): Detect Thoughts,
Invisibility, Mage Shield, True Strike, Light; Specialized
School: Divination; Banned School: Necromancy
AL Lawful Neutral; Fort +7 Ref +5 Will +10; Str 12, Dex
14, Con 13, Int 20 (+2 Headband), Wis 10, Cha 8;
Feats: Toughness, Skill Focus (Concentrate), Scribe Scroll,
Weapon Focus (Rapier), Weapon Finesse (Rapier), Combat
Expertise, Spell Focus (Divination), Spell Mastery, Extend
Spell
Skills: Climb +8, Concentrate +19, Jump +6, Knowledge
(Arcane) +12, Knowledge (Dungeoneering) +14, Knowledge
(Planes) +12, Sense Motive +9, Spellcraft +18
Spells Known: 0-lv: All 1st lv: Animate Rope, Color Spray,
Comprehend Language, Detect Secret Doors, Mage Armor,
Shield, True Strike. 2nd lv: Detect Thoughts, Fox’s Cunning,
Glitter Dust, Invisibility. 3rd lv: Clairaudience/Clairvoyance,
Dispel Magic, Invisibility Spear, Keen Edge.
Spells Prepared: 4/5+1/4+1/3+1 0-lv: Detect Magic,
Light, Prestidigitation, Read Magic. 1st lv: Animate Rope,
Comprehend Language, Detect Secret Doors, Shield,
True Strike, True Strike. 2nd lv: Detect Thoughts, Detect
Thoughts, Fox’s Cunning, Glitter Dust, Invisibility. 3rd lv:
Clairaudience/Clairvoyance, Detect Thoughts (Extended),
Keen Edge, Dispel Magic.
Posessions:+1 Defending Rapier, Bracers of Armor +2,
Headband of Intellect +2, Ring of Protection +1, Cloak of
Resistance +1, Brooch of Shielding (50 damage left), Wand
of Fireball (5th level) (15 charges), Scrolls: Fly, Leomund’s
Tiny Hut, Mirror Image, Knock, Darkvision. Potions: Cure
Serious Wounds, Barkskin +3, Cure Moderate Wounds x2,
405gp
Combat: If Minty thinks of entering combat she will try to
cast Detect Thoughts before hand on the most threatening
opponents. If pressed in combat Minty will use a Quicken
Divination to Detect Thoughts but prefers to use them on a
True Strike. If the enemy looks particularly hostile Minty
will cast Keen Edge on her rapier before hand or Dispel
Magic if the opponent has any magical protection. If Minty
Perceives the combats weaker she will use her wand of
fireball to destroy them before they approach. Minty will
often use invisibility or fly to get away from combat if the
need arises.
Encounters: Minty works best when supported by other
fighters or wizards. She works well with Rouges both of
them wanting to gain surprise.
Minty also makes a good cohort for a high level player,
casting magical support before entering combat.

were-seacat
New Monster by Evil/Insane_Genius
As the characters will be inflicted and not natural,
they will follow all the rules that the SRD has
about their curse. Main points are, they are not
aware unless a Wisdom check is made, or you as
the DM specifically want them to be aware, in
which case they are able to morph at any time.
As a point of note, afflicted lycanthropes act
according to their forms alignment, so they will act
neutral.
In hybrid or full animal form, they recieve the
following bonuses:
•Strength +12
•Dexterity +4
•Constitution +6
•Alternate Form:A were-sea cat can assume a
bipedal hybrid form or the form of a sea cat.
•Curse of Lycanthropy: Any humanoid or giant
hit by a weresea cats bite attack in animal or
hybrid form must succeed on a DC 15 Fortitude
save or contract lycanthropy.
•Hold Breath: When in hybrid or animal form, a
were-sea cat can hold its breath for a number of
rounds equal to 6 x its Constitution score before it
risks drowning.
•Rend: When in hybrid or animal form, a weresea cat that hits with both claw attacks latches
onto the opponent’s body and tears the flesh.
This automatically deals an extra 2d6+6 points of
damage.
•Sea Cat Empathy: Communicate with sea cats,
and +4 racial bonus on Charisma-based checks
against sea cats.
•Skill bonuses: In any form, a were-sea cat has
a +8 racial bonus on any Swim check to perform
some special action or avoid a hazard. It can
always choose to take 10 on a Swim check, even if
distracted or endangered. It can use the run action
while swimming, provided it swims in a straight
line. Character also gains a swim speed of 40 ft.
but a land speed of 10 ft. when in hybrid or animal
form.
Both hybrid and animal form are considered
Large, and the were-sea cat recieves all bonuses
and negatives for being that size.

Were-Seacat Ecology:
A Sea Cat Lycanthrope is typically found in
ocean settings. There are occasionally some in
fresh water areas, but mostly are sea-going. They
live in formal tribes or packs, depending on the
groups temperment. One of the things that set’s
these lycanthropes apart is that they tend to gather
with those that either prefer to spend most of their
time in sea-cat form, or human form. It is not
unusual, though fairly dangerous, for adventurers
to discover an entire fishing village to be made up
of only were-sea cats. Those that prefer the human
form tend to be very docile and friendly, though
if their secret is discovered by those they consider
outsiders, they fiercely defend themselves from
perceived danger.
Those that spend their days in animal form
tend to live in packs off the coasts and are very
secluded. They prefer to not bother with outsiders
and will go out of their way to avoid people. But
if their home is discovered, they fight viciously,
regardless of the intent of the intruders. Some
particularly diplomatic people might be able to
establish peaceful contact, but that is rare. Part of
that is because the were-sea cats prefer to set up
thier homes in reefs and cliff-faces off of the coast
that have an underwater entrance, then small caves
with air-pockets and carefully dug air-holes.
As far as classes are concerned, those that spend
time in were-sea cat form take levels in druid,
and those in human tend to either take levels in
expert (fisherman) or rogue. Adventurers who are
afflicted with the disease retain whatever class
levels they had previously.
Sean Samonas (Evil/Insane_Genius) is a troll who
lives in a cave with only a computer to keep him in
contact with the outside world. He spends most of
his days working under a bridge, telling parents
not to buy thier children Mature rated video
games. He spends most of his nights munching
on freshly harvested souls. He won the first (and
only) DnDonlinegames short story contest, and
continues to write short stories here and there for
those with the spare time to read them.

  
How long have you been DMing? On
DNDOG, since August. In real life, since
something like 6th grade. Let’s call it
15 years, though recently that’s been
restricted to summers.
How many campaigns have you
DMed? Here, two, both set in the same
homebrew world. Again, more like six or
seven in real life.
Describe the first campaign you’ve
ever DMed. Wow, I’m not really sure.
Actually, this isn’t going to be the correct
answer, but this is the first I can really
remember any details about.
My first real campaign was 2e, and
though I did some of the DMing, my
friends shared the duties with me. We
used the DMG’s class creation system
to make ridiculously overpowered
characters, and proceeded to kill lots of
things in the Phrylanxian Empire, as well
as, occasionally, Ravenloft.
Even when I was the DM I played
a character, Hatako Kensai, the aptly
named Kensai. My brother was ...
Sunuki? The Samurai and my friend
had Lance, the flying, leaping, hand-axe
flinging fool. Again, we really abused the
class creation rules, but it was definitely
a lot of fun. Things went downhill
when we allowed someone new to play
a Wemic fighter, but I still name all of
my CRPG characters Kensai, or Ken for
short.
Describe the best campaign you’ve
ever DMed. That would actually be
a GURPS game, I think. I spent some
time working out the mythology in
advance, the same one as I’m using in
my DNDOG campaign, and that really
helped make the campaign better.
There were religions in place, ancient
places of power, terrible cataclysms and
plagues sent by the gods, and all manner
of divine meddling in the characters’
destinies. It was a war between good and
evil, with most of humanity acting as
spectators to the clash.
Describe the worst campaign you’ve
ever DMed. Honestly, they’ve all been
enjoyable. Last summer I started a
GURPS game set in ancient Ireland. The
premise was going to be that the coming
of Christianity was forcing the pagan
gods to flee and find another planet to
populate, and they would take the PCs as
their champions on this new world. I like
the premise, I still hope to use it later,
but I didn’t put in enough prep work, I
tried to wing too much, and I just wasn’t
ready for it. It sort of flopped, though my
players were too kind to say so.
Do you prefer DMing or playing?
Usually playing. I like being able to react
without thinking too hard about all the
consequences, and to have interesting
challenges set for me. That said, I love
building worlds and populating them,
and DMing is really the only way to do
that.
Describe the most unique character
that has ever played in one of your
campaigns.

I don’t know if I can really answer that.
Maybe it was the wemic. When I was
younger, our characters weren’t all that
remarkable for their personalities, and
he definitely had the most unusual body
type. I don’t know that I prize uniqueness
as much as believability. Sometimes
the most standard characters can be
wonderful, as long as they’re played
consistently.
Describe the best villain you’ve ever
created. No. The best villain I’ve ever
created is in one of my current games,
and I’m not revealing anything more
about her/him than I need to. Aside
from this one, it may have been one of
my PCs. I used a different system, but
this particular character had access to
the delightful spell Remove Organ, and
his evil was so great that grass withered
under his step and small mammals died
at his passing. Questioning foes is so
much easier when you can simply extend
your hand and remove a kidney.
What RPGs and/or Campaign Settings
have you used? Assuming that RPGs
refers to systems, then AD&D, D&D
2nd Edition, 3.0, 3.5, and, my all time
favorite, GURPS. I love the realism and
danger that it injects into any combat,
though I think that the magic system is
terribly unbalanced. Character creation is
great too; with so many different skills,
it’s hard to pick and choose.
For settings, I’ve used a tiny bit of
Faerun, preferring Ravenloft and Krynn.
Planescape can be really cool, though
I don’t use the planes as much in my
own worlds, and Athas has always been
one of my favorites. Any world with
cannibalistic Halflings is worth a look.
Tell us a bit about the homebrewed
world you’re running your current
DNDOG campaign in. Well, I started
with the mythology, so the deities are the
best defined aspect of it. I’ve modified
each of the races, trying to keep some
essential element while still making them
substantially different. Halflings are
communist agrarians (I designed them
right after reading a book on Pol Pot, so
they have a nasty side to them), while
dwarves are religious fanatics sworn to
protect the world from the dangers that
lurk below.
I don’t like the standard monsters,
so I’ve mostly excluded evil creatures.
Orcs are civilized and dignified, while
goblins are skilled woodsmen. Kobolds
are dirty, repulsive, and irritating, but
it would be wrong to call them evil. In
fact, the majority of the world is neutral.
People do bad things not because they’re
evil, per se, but simply because they’re
selfish, or insufficiently respectful of
their fellows. Good people do bad things
in trying to do what is right, and even an
evil warlord might act unselfishly if his
true love asked him. Most people I know
are morally ambiguous, and I try to make
my setting reflect it.
I’ve tried hard to make the setting as
rich as possible, and my players have
helped hugely with that, assisting me
with creating certain aspects. Two
players have designed great cities, and

one wrote a list of popular books in
this setting. It was great! Also, I’ve
been helped immensely by Ryator, my
co-DM. He’s got two games running in
the setting, and he’s doing a great job
with them. It’s great to know that I have
someone so skilled and reliable working
along with me.
What kind of character would you
most like to (or, find most refreshing)
have in your next campaign? A bard!
I love bards! Anyone who can tell a
good story or sing a good song makes
my job easier and more pleasant. People
using non-standard races, orcs, kobolds,
and goblins, also get special preference
because they’re so rare.
When asked what details made the
best player character, Eoghan gave
us this list. It would be a good idea to
keep these in mind when applying to
Eoghan’s games.
Class: Fighter, Bard, Cleric.
Race: Human, Orc.
Alignment: Any.
Feat: Dodge.
Skill: Perform, Knowledge: Anything,
Diplomacy, Bluff.
Prestige Class: I’ve never used one, nor
had a character use one in my game.
Weapon: Long-sword, Mace.
Spell: Anything involving illusions.
Sourcebook: SRD. That’s all I’ve got,
that’s all my PCs use. That said, any
combination can be great if the player
knows what she wants, and takes it
seriously. The entries above are just a
personal preference.
In your opinion, who is the best DM on
DNDOG? Urban Druid. Maybe it’s just
that his game had my favorite character
of all time, but Storm Over Talantas was
a great one. Druid has excellent writing
abilities, a great imagination, and the
ability to tell a compelling story. I’ve had
a lot of great DMs, but Urban assembled
an incredible party, and then did it
justice.
In your opinion, who is the best Player
on DNDOG? UngainlyFool. He played
Kallus Korg, the Stoic orcish fighter. He
is a great leader, a faithful poster, and a
skilled role-player. He was called away
for personal reasons, but I dearly wish
that he could still be in my game, and I
think that all of my PCs would agree.
What advice would you give to the
novice DMs out there? Just keep doing
it. Experience comes quickly, and you’ll
fondly remember all of the mistakes that
you’re making now. Don’t be afraid to
rely on clichés, or to just completely
go your own way. Find players that
complement your personal style, and all
will be well.
Have you ever done anything to make
your homebrew world available to
other DMs? World building is my
favorite thing to do, and I love sharing
my creations, I just don’t know how to
share.

NomadCampaign:

Interview with Nomad Designer

TheDarkFuzz
Hyoban: Okay then: First question:
What is, in your mind, the number one
thing that sets the Nomad Setting apart
from classic, more traditional settings?
TheDarkFuzz: The elemental theme.
Unlike other settings which rely on
arcane descriptions of ambient magic
or power drawn from deities, the
Nomad setting ties everything back to
the elements. There aren’t even any
gods - just two divine elements. From
races to islands, everything ties back to
the elements.
Hyoban: Why do you think the people
working on the setting work so hard for
it? What drives you and them?
TheDarkFuzz: It’s a half-filled canvas.
We’re all just trying to fill it up because
we think we’ve got a good idea and
we want to see it completely finished.
There’s a lot of room for creativity
when you’re making a whole setting,
and everyone has their own vision they
want to pursue.
Hyoban: About how many people are
working on it?
TheDarkFuzz: Seriously? Four.
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Other people have stepped in recently,
and they’ve been helping a lot, but
the group that keeps and has kept the
setting going is just myself, Saros,
Unko Talok, and Ascendant. Everyone
has their own niche.
Hyoban: Who came up with the
origional idea for the Nomad world?
TheDarkFuzz: From the looks of
the old discussion threads, it was an
evolution of various ideas combined
with one another until it ended up as it
is now. I wasn’t around then - I came in
after the ideas were mostly finalized.
Hyoban: Has the world been created
Inside-Out, or Outside-In?
TheDarkFuzz: Which one means we
came up with the big concepts first and
then used those to go into specifics?
Hyoban: I believe that that is OutsideIn
TheDarkFuzz: Then that one.
Hyoban: What has been your favorite
part to work on?
TheDarkFuzz: House Rules stuff.
Races and classes, so far.
Hyoban: What are you most
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anticipated about working on later for
the setting?
TheDarkFuzz: Racial paragons,
elemental feats, elemental PrCs...all the
fun rules stuff.
Hyoban: Going from the best, to the
worst: What’s been the biggest problem
you’ve encountered while making the
setting?
TheDarkFuzz: Apathy and fallout. It
plagues our games, and it definitely got
to the campaign setting.
Hyoban: And, once the setting is
complete, what do you think will be
players’ favorite part of the setting?
TheDarkFuzz: The nontraditional feel.
Dwarves are seafaring, humans aren’t
generic, elves live in holes and orcs are
playable.
Hyoban: And one thing I’m sure a few
people have wondered: Why the name
‘Nomad?’
TheDarkFuzz: Two reasons. The
most obvious is that, of course, Nomad
started the whole thing. he’s the
original DM, and he was working on it
before I even knew it existed. We joked
in the Name thread about naming it
after
him, and eventually it just
stuck. The other reason
is that the name fits the
style of play the setting
seems to support: that is,
a lot of travel from place
to place. The setting’s
most unique race, the
Per’Agor, are perpetual
nomads, always hopping
from place to place.
Hyoban: Coming to
a close, what does
one
have to do to join the
group working on the project?
TheDarkFuzz: Hop in. Contribute
anywhere. Make sure you read what
we’ve already agreed on first, but other
than that, it’s almost all up for debate,
and we welcome anyone willing to
write up a class or a city or even an
adventure.
Hyoban: And finally, do you think that
the project could’ve gotten this far, or
perhaps, farther, if the discussion was
done in person?
TheDarkFuzz: I have no idea. The
online format has worked well to
display content, but I’m sure doing
things in person would’ve gotten the
main concepts hashed out a lot faster.

’ 
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JJ_Wolven
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Artwork by LadyofHats, Quiet
Orcbane: How long have you been
playing D&D?
JJ_Wolven: I first started playing
about 15 to 18 years ago in a 2nd ed
game. I played that for a while, then
was back out until 2000 when 3rd
Ed came out.
Orcbane: What/Who/How did you
get started playing D&D?
JJ_Wolven: I honestly can’t
remember. I have read fantasy/scifi novels for a long time, and I
had heard of the game. Somehow
I ended up in a 2nd Ed game
(ironically playing a paladin) for
a while before getting back out
because of time. I heard about it
again in 2000 with the big release
of the new edition when I was in
college. I played some at college
(though a coworker) and some at
home during summers.
Orcbane: What other RPGs do you
play?
JJ_Wolven: I have played quite a
few others, but I am not currently in
any others. The ones I have played
before are too numerous to list,
ranging from the popular World of
Darkness system to 7th Sea to podunk makeshift systems I happen to
run across (one based entirely on a
d12)
Orcbane: What keeps you coming
back for more D&D?
JJ_Wolven: The story. I don’t
mind an occational hack ‘n
slash, but I quickly get bored
with them. I find the character
development, from background
to story fascinating. I have seen
people (myself included) that were
roleplaying their character well
and realized that their characters,
due to the interactions with other
PCs and the DMs world, ended up
developing differently than they
imagined when they were creating.
Orcbane: When in character
creation, what determines what
you’ll choose for class and race?

JJ_Wolven: Character Concept.
I will developed the character
concept, then choose my starting
class, race, skills and feats based on
that. I have (and encourage) chosen
skills that are often useless In Game
specifically because they fit the
character concept.
Orcbane: Ever have any problem
DMs or fellow players that caused
you to leave a game?
JJ_Wolven: Nope. I have gotten a
player to leave before, but he was
causing the experience for all of the
other players to be less fun (except
for the “What The Hell” stories we
got from his antics)
Orcbane: How many D&D books
do you own?
JJ_Wolven: Many.
Orcbane: How many dice do you
own?
JJ_Wolven: Many more.
Orcbane: Do you play any D&D
PC Games?
JJ_Wolven: Not really. I played
Neverwinter Nights before, but got
bored with it because of the linear
quality and limited choices.
Orcbane: What style of play do
you most enjoy?
JJ_Wolven: Roleplaying. It is
better to die staying In Character
than for your character to survive
metagaming. (and as a DM, bad
things happen to metagamers/
munchkins/tweeks/etc)

Orcbane: Which of your own
characters are you most proud of?
JJ_Wolven: Salin Ro: Started
him as a 1st level sorcerer in a
tabletop game. Through a series
of RP events he has 21 class level
and is roughly ECL 40+ without
his familiar. His familiar (allowed
by the DM because I did heavy
RP and stole the egg from an epic
rogue before raising it) is CR 28 on
his own. I have used this character
as an NPC while I was DMing and
caused some of my own tabletop
players (and their characters) to
develop a phobia of the sound of
pen on parchment.
Avery Tosscobble: Another
tabletop character that was a
blast to RP. Good guy mercenary
halfling rogue to the extreme and
the source of “never leave a halfling
and gnomes alone in a room with
a bunch of levers”. The group he
was with found The Machine of
Lum the Mad (infamous wizard)
and were curious. When he left that
tower all money had evaporated,
the tower was collapsed, one PC
was producing cold, several were
missing their clothes, and a few had
been magically altered.
At 3rd level he “technically”
single-handedly destroyed half
of a city because of a whoops;
summoned a naked near-diety
“accidentally”; and saved several

children from indescribable acts
of evil mercenaries (blowing up a
building in the process).
This character I would like to play
again because he was so much fun,
but since he is a character with a
game-developed backstory him.
Brash: Finally a character from
here. This character started off as a
frustrated bad ability roll (just one)
in Krowout’s game, Swee Revenge.
You would think that there is a very
limited range of things you could do
with a character with an Intelligence
of 4, but he came out as a very
interesting person. A shifter with
a limited view of the world, and
quite a temper, Brash often (to me)
seemed larger than his 5’6” (5’3”
normally because he hunches).
His reactions to certain things, in
light of his intelligence, was very
interesting and led to some fun RP
and interesting situations (some
nearly inappropriate for this venue
*blush*). Currently, I am trying
to figure out a way to get Brash
resurrected because I havesome
“interesting” ideas. *evil laugh*

preferences
Favorite:
campaign setting: Eberron
sourcebook: Complete Arcane

class: Ranger
prestige class: not partial
race: human/shifter
monster: DM
template: not partial
skill: climb
feat: Precise Shot
weapon: longbow/two swords
non-weapon equipment: acid
spell: wish (as a DM *evil grin*)
Opponent to face(monster or class):
evil celestials

projectiles unless they volenteer);
thundering arrow (thunderstone
on an arrow for less than 1/10 the
cost???)
non-weapon equipment: halfing
(and neither are the useful for
portable rams or bowling balls...
unless they volenteer)
spell: Charm (too often assumed too
powerful)
Opponent to face(monster or class):
ooze

Disliked:
campaign setting: modern/
nonmagical (why RP it when you
can do it IRL)
sourcebook: Book of Exhalted
Deeds (overpowered and near
impossible to keep most of the
things)
class: paladin (oath rarely played
right or enforced)
prestige class: not partial
race: good drow (over done)
monster: not partial
skill: Diplomacy (I’ve seen too
many players assume this is like
suggestion)
feat: Craft Wonderous Item (only
when players use it to try to
munchkin to get more for less in
items)
weapon: halfling (they are people
too and should not be used as

non-D&D
Where are you from? originally
midwest USA
What is your favorite TV show?
cartoons/don’t watch enough
What is your favorite movie? Army
of Darkness
Who is your favorite actor/actress?
none
Who is your favorite author? too
many to list, though possibly
Shakespere
What is your favorite book? too
many to list
Who is your favorite poet? none
What is/was your favorite subject in
school? computers
What is your favorite video game?
don’t play enough
Besides DNDOG, what is your
favorite website? either Order of the
Stick, or Milk and Cookies

Featured House Rule:
Tel’Rhun Elves
New Race by Eoghan
Artwork by Quiet, Wiseman20
Personality: As befits their troubled past, the Tel’Rhuni
are a sorrowful people. There is something innately sad
about these elves, though they generally try to conceal it in
their public interactions. When speaking with others, they
are quiet, reserved, and melancholy. There is something
beautiful about this suffering, something pristine and
perfect, the very essence of poetry distilled into elven form.
Constantly wracked with nostalgia and regret for the loss of
their homeland, Tel’Rhuni seem almost immune to everyday
sorrows. They take the loss of loved ones in stride and shed
no tears for the dead. Certain of the elves see death as a
blessing, an opportunity to escape from their doleful valley
and be reunited with Marana and their beloved sea. Suicide
is rare, for the Tel’Rhuni accept their lot as a burden to be
borne, even if tey cannot see the purpose. They are a stoic
people, and if they rarely find cause for joy, their sadness is
never particularly acute.
Tel’Rhuni take especial joy in their children, though
the reasons are somewhat obscure. Every girlchild will
eventually grow to be an adult, at which point the weight of
her people’s anguish will be hers to bear as well. In light of
this certain fate, it is hard to see what joy can be taken in the
birth of a child. On the other hand, children are generally
not yet aware of their troubled pasts, and their are the only
voices raised in song. Their parents may not understand
their mirth, but they are still glad to hear it. It should also
be remembered that the beloved goddess of the Tel’Rhuni,
Sin’na, is a child herself, and the elves cherish their children
at least partially in respect for her. Though her youth was
brief and bitter, perhaps she can still take pleasure in the
joy of other children. Whatever the reasons, the Tel’Rhuni
shelter their children until they are of an age to shoulder the
burdens of their tribe.
Physical Description: The Tel’Rhuni are pale of skin and
hair; both are nearly white. Their eyes range from a light red
to a lavender color, though hazel is not unheard of. All elves
are slender and diminutive, and the Tel’Rhuni more so than
most. They are extremely graceful and lithe, though rarely
of an athletic build. Tel’Rhuni rarely hunt for their food,
finding enough sustenance in their enchanted vale, nor do
they need to plow and sow. As a result, there are few among
them who are capable of
performing hard physical labor. Many professions are
devoted to preserving and recounting the history of the
people, and these scribes prize wisdom and intelligence over
all else. It is fortunate that war has never come to the Vale of
Tears, for the people would be ill-equipped to fight in it.
Tel’Rhuni are delicate and astoundingly beautiful.
Tel’Rhuni clothing is generally simple, though painfully
beautiful. The elves are not given to bright colors, nor would
such be especially striking in the eternal night that reigns in
their homeland. Instead, they prefer to wear robes, tunics,
trousers, and skirts of white, black, and grey material. Wool
is available for the colder nights, though the magics ensure
that the temperature is never severe and that spring always
holds sway. The textile of choice, however, is a variety of
spider’s silk harvested from colonies of wild and
domesticated spiders. It is similar to the khitani known to the
rest of Arenta, but much stronger, much lighter, and much
more difficult to produce. This silk shimmers even in the
faintest moonlight, on in the twinkling glow of the stars. On
special holidays the priestesses will don robes of faint green
or sea blue silk, but these colors are considered sacred and
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must not be profaned through regular use.
Having fled the world before the coming of the orcs, the
Tel’Rhun have not learned the working of metal. As a result,
they forge no weapons or armor, nor do they work stone.
Their dwellings are simple wooden structures, though even
without metal tools the elves have managed to achieve an
etheral beauty unknown among their sea-dwelling brethren.
Skilled craftsmen and artists are rare among elves in general,
but common among the Tel’Rhuni who have no need to
devote their time to anything but art. Many houses are
shaped through magic, by spells that gently mold the wood
into the desired shape, often without causing any harm to the
tree itself. The Temple is constructed of coral, but lay folk
would not consider using this material for their own homes.
Coral is sacred, and to see it is to remember the sea again;
such a burden would be painful indeed, and many Tel’Rhuni
prefer to think as little as possible on what they have lost.
Relations: Secluded for millennia, the Tel’Rhuni have not
developed any relations with the outside world. Their
understanding of the current state of affairs is woefully
inadequate. They still believe that the Orcish Empire holds
sway outside their protective wall of mountains, and that the
other races are slaves or dead. Their magic is powerful, and
they have not had to deal with outsiders for centuries. Should
someone breach the protective magics, she would
undoubtedly be received with a mixture of kindness and fear.
It is doubtful that the Tel’Rhuni could be persuaded to
venture out of their vale, or to let the intruder leave, for they
are convinced that the world is still hostile towards them, and
a single visitor would be unlikely to convince them
otherwise.
Alignment: Chaotic Neutral. Though most elves are good,

the Tel’Rhuni have been absorbed in their own sorrows for
so long that they no longer fit this category. They are
generally pleasant, but disinterested in the concerns of
others. To a Tel’Rhuni, the idea that another’s need is
pressing enough to warrant action is a difficult one to
entertain. In a world with so much sorrow and misery, it is
hard to see why one particular incident should merit special
concern. They are polite, hospitable, and not even remotely
selfish, but they can rarely be moved to act in their own
interests, let alone the interests of another. Lost in their own
worlds, most Tel’Rhuni see little value in cooperation and
order. Each ones sorrow is unique and exquisite, and ought
not to be debased by submitting to the community.
Government: Tel’Rhuni government, insofar as it exists,
is a theocracy. Clerics are highly respected in Tel’Rhuni
society, and their words are given enormous respect, even if
they have no institutional control. On the other hand, the
clerics are often even more reserved than their flocks, and
they are reluctant to issue commands. Priestesses prefer to
serve the roles of counselors and mourners, and they are
unwilling to assume positions of authority. The result is a
society that functions well enough, but entails only minimal
interaction between the various units. It is almost an anarchy,
and it suits the individualistic elves quite well.
Religion: Tel’Rhuni are wholly devoted to their goddess,
Sin’na. Born to their tribe, Sin’na is beloved by her people,
who see in her the purest possible expression of their own
sorrow. She is not an especially powerful deity, but she bears
great love for her people as well, and she watches carefully

over them. This is a mixed blessing, for it has prevented the
Tel’Rhuni from discovering the current state of affairs in the
outer world, but it is acceptable to both parties, and exposure
to the modern world would be a mixed blessing at best for
these recluses.
Certain aspects of the Tel’Rhuni experiment are discussed
under the entry on Sin’na, but one other ritual bears
mentioning. Once a year, during the autumnal equinox, when
the powers of darkness and death are ascendant, the
Tel’Rhuni gather for the Shedding of Tears. On this night the
entire population, no more than one hundred thousand at any
point in history, assembles on the shores of the sacred lake.
The ashes of great bonfires which burned three weeks before
are assembled into heaps, and the people anoint themselves
with the char. For a period of seven days they do not eat or
speak, leaving their homes to sleep naked in the woods.
During this time they endeavor to accept all the sorrows of
the world into themselves, weeping for the slaves and the
orcs that they believe still live outside of the valley. For these
holy days the Tel’Rhuni may freely express their anguish,
and they do so ostentatiously, screaming out in agony to the
starry skies, scarring their slender bodies, and weeping
uncontrollably. Though almost all forms of grief are
permitted and even encouraged, it is not acceptable to seek
relief or to cast blame, even on the feared orcs. It is a purest
expression of sorrow, without any other associated emotions.
Languages: Tel’Rhuni generally speak only their own
tongue, Tellestra, a derivative of ancient elvish. It is
remarkably close to the ancient language, but modern elven
is sufficiently different that the two tongues are
mutually incomprehensible. Tellestra is a quiet,
almost whispered language. It has the same
fluidity and rhythm of ancient elvish, but it is
more sibilant and its tones are lower. It is soft,
gentle, and unspeakably sad. Due to their
lingusitic isolation, Tel’Rhuni do not know any
modern languages. Some speak ancient Orcish,
which is close enough to modern Orcish for the
purposes of communication, though it is unlikely
that these skills will ever be put to use. Certain
Tel’Rhuni have learned to communicate with the
birds and mammals of their valley. Prolonged
exposure to these elves has made the local fauna a
morose lot.
Adventurers: Adventuring is an unknown
profession among these reclusive elves. Not only
are they physically and psychologically unfit for
lives of adventure and danger, no Tel’Rhuni
would risk endangering his people by calling the
attention of the outside world to their haven.
Powerful though the lure of the sea may be, this
yearning is typically channeled into sadness and
worship, and is never acted upon. Indeed, to
actually set out and seek to return to the sea
would be somehow vulgar and ungrateful, a
rejection of the special role which Sin’na has
chosen for her people.
Tel’Rhun Racial Traits:
+2 dexterity, +2 charisma, -2 strength, -2
constitution. Medium size. Though they are
smaller even than most elves, they are not small
creatures. Base speed of 30 feet per round. +2
racial bonus to knowledge: Sin’na, knowledge:
history, diplomacy, profession: artist, and
performance: mourning. Darkvision of 90 feet.
Bonus Feat: Spell Focus: Enchantment.
+2 to all saves versus enchantment.
Sensitive to secret doors as an elf.
Automatic Language: Tel’Rhuni.
Favored Classes: Wizard for men and priestess
for women.

Campaign Codex:
The Magister

The sun, barely visible over the
buildings of Calimport, cast long
shadows through the garden nestled
between the shops of the city.
Morgan sat on a stone bench, back
against the wall of his particular shop,
and sighed. A creased letter twitched
in his hand against the light breeze,
but the former War Wizard’s gaze
was fixed solely on a fig tree just
beyond. A passerby might have taken
him for an old man merely out to laze
away the evening, but inside his mind
raced. Calednei, the letter was signed,
in a flowing script fitting for a mage
of as great a standing as she. Seven
years, he thought, and I’ve hardly
even skimmed my spellbook, let alone
swing a sword. Anything I could do,
she could have done in a thrice; what
matter is so important that it requires
my help? Morgan couldn’t help
but smile. He still had a few scars
from their last meeting, an incident
involving a few assassins and a
terribly messy plot to frame Calednei
for the death of the Pasha.
Suddenly resolute, he refolded
letter, tucking it in a coat pocket
before hurrying into the building
to pack. Any kind of adventure
was better than living out the rest
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of his life carving furniture for
snooty nobles. Donning a flexible
suit of mail under a sturdy, dun
colored robe, he buckled on an aged
sword, using a belt that possessed
a surprising number of pouches,
before covering it all with a long
cloak. Morgan was ready, and if his
white hair and weathered skin made
watchers think him nonthreatening,
so much the better. Leaving a note on
his neighbor’s door instructing her
on what to do with the shop – aptly
named Morgan’s Fine Woodworks
– he headed for the docks.
Walking through the winding
streets without trouble, Morgan
finally rounded a bend to find
himself facing a port filled with half
a dozen ships. His ticket, sent along
with the letter, was for The Salty
Maiden, which turned out to be a
fair sized barge. A sailor, appearing
very unkept in dirty breeches and a
vest, stopped him at the gangplank.
Examining his ticket, the man gave a
toothy grin.
“Don’t you worry, old timer. The
Salty Maiden is the safest ship in
the sea, she is, and not a hair on
yer head’ll come to harm while on
board.” Handing the scrap of paper

back, he noticed the sword hilt
protruding from Morgan’s cloak.
Giving a chuckle, he said, “I’ve never
seen a man your age carrying ‘round
a sword. Heard of one though, by
the name of Elminster or somesuch,
though he was a wizard, and I’ve got
orders not to allow any of them on
the ship. They told me to look out
for frail old men who carried nothing
but a bag of junk, though. Didn’t say
anything ‘bout old men with swords.”
His grin grew wider, and the sailor
quickly ushered Morgan on board.
Casting a suspicious eye around the
deck at the crew, all just as motley
as the first, Morgan’s eye caught on
something in the distance; a figure
crouching on the rooftops of the city.
Turning to get a better look, he saw
nothing but shingles. Old age had
better not be playing tricks with me.
The rooms were cozy, with a bed
built crudely into the wall and a small
porthole giving a view of the roiling
sea. Dumping his things on the bed,
Morgan left, securing the door with
both a mundane lock and an alarm in
case any of the sailors got the wrong
idea. Walking to the mess hall, he
passed a strangely dressed young
man, clad only in loose fitting clothes
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of deep azure, apparently heading to
his own quarters. Briefly catching the
man’s eye, Morgan gave a start. The
man flashed a grin before hurrying
on. Morgan did likewise, but the
encounter remained in his mind. In
all of his career, he had never seen
someone with whose eyes actually
glowed blue.
He found himself at the mess hall
in short order. The place reeked
of fish and stew, and well-to-do
merchants were clustered in groups
around wooden tables fastened to the
floor. The majority of them chatted
loudly over bowls of what must have
been the stew, but one group stood
out among the rest. Talking in low
voices, a party of four, three men and
a woman, sat at a large table empty of
anyone else save them.
Dropping onto a bench at the
table, far enough away so that
they wouldn’t take him to be
eavesdropping, Morgan pulled out
Calednei’s letter, hoping it would
surrender her secrets if he read it
more. One of the men gave him a
sharp look, but the group resumed
talking again almost immediately,
in much lower tones. Their garb
placed them from the north, possibly
even as far as the Silver Marches.

Odd, that they would be this far
south, and heading to the Chult no
less. Banishing them from his mind,
Morgan focused all of his thoughts
on the letter before him, searching
for any hint of a secret message. Four
paragraphs spanned the page, the first
and third with ten sentences, second
and fourth with only four.
Eagerly counting the number of
words, Morgan grew excited. The
paragraph pairs had an identical word
count as well. The pieces quickly
fell into place, and, recording the
first word from every sentence in
the even paragraphs, and the first
word of every other sentence in the
odd, Morgan was left with a simple
message jotted in the margins:
“My time here is short.” “Cormyr
is in danger.” “The Chult holds a
secret.” And finally, “Valuable to
our Salvation.” Morgan suppressed
a sigh. He had found the hidden
message, but the only thing it had
accomplished was muddling up the
business even further.
The group on the other end of the
table must have forgotten about him,
because their voices had increased to
just above a whisper now. Curious
as to why strangers from the north
would want to go to the Chult,

Morgan surreptitiously listened in.
“. . . Magister,” one of the men said
in a gruff voice. “He needs to be kept
under close guard. I don’t trust the
people on this ship one bit.”
It was the woman who spoke next,
in a much softer tone. “You’re right,
of course. Since we don’t need to
sleep, we can always keep him under
watch. And the crew, for that matter.”
“And the passengers,” another man
added, but Morgan never got to hear
the rest. A sharp ping had resonated
in his mind. Someone was trying to
break into his room. Sweeping the
letter into his pocket, Morgan walked
swiftly around the table. Talk of the
Magister was unsettling; the horrors
that the last had committed were
burned into everyone’s memories,
resulting in the general prejudices
against magic users in general.
As he passed the conspirators,
he muttered, just loud enough for
them to hear, “I haven’t believed
in coincidence in more years than
I can count.” Their talking ceased,
and Morgan got the distinct feeling
that they were glaring daggers at his
back. Without looking back, the mage
continued on, a satisfied smile on his
face.

The Claw, part 2
Short Story by Evil/Insane_Genius

‘I am not losing my mind. I know who I am and where I
am. My name is Oriana Nightsall. I’m currently sitting in
my mom’s kitchen after leaving my boyfriend, John....’
Oriana looked up from her journal to see her mother
entering the kitchen. Her mother, Christine Nightsall,
was a tall, slender lady who looked to be in her late
thirties. Her hair was shoulder length and brown, and she
wore a simple bathrobe that showed off her sculptured
legs. Oriana was a stark contrast from her mother. Long,
blonde hair and dark blue eyes fit perfectly on a slightly
tanned face. Her body was a slender frame to be sure, with
just the right amount of curves to keep her from being
a stick figure. But her normally shining eyes were dim
with sorrow, her face smeared with make-up and tears.
Smiling weakly, Oriana put the pen down and closed her
journal as Christine sat down across from her. Christine
let out a long sigh as Oriana nervously tapped her fingers
on her journal. Christine got back up and crossed to the
refrigerator. She pulled out a large jug filled with reddish
liquid and grabbed two glasses. “How long since you’ve
had a drink?”
Oriana sighed. “Look mom, I can get by without...” her
mother raised a hand and said again, “How long?” Oriana
shrugged her shoulders and said, “Since I got together
with John. So about three years now.” Christine slit her
eyes in anger and poured a large glass of the liquid and
handed it to Oriana.
“Good God, no wonder you look so sick.” she said
coldly as she poured herself a smaller glass and put the
jug away. “I told you that...” Oriana slammed her fist
on the table and yelled out, “I don’t really need to hear
this mother!” Oriana picked up the glass and looked at
it before finally giving in and drinking from it. Sipping
at first, she soon is hungrily gulping down the liquid.
Christine simply sat with a smug look and waited, sipping
on her glass.
Once finished, Oriana put the glass down and looked at
it. Without a word, she burst into tears. Christine threw
up her hands and yelled out, “Alphonse, come out here!
Your daughter is a mess.” with that, she walked out of
the room. Her father, a tall man wearing a pink t-shirt that
says ‘Real men wear pink.’ in bold black letters, a pair of
boxers with little red hearts all over them, a green fuzzy
bathrobe and little bunny slippers, entered the kitchen.
His face is sharp and full of angles, with a neatly trimmed
beard and long, blonde hair pulled back in a black bow.
The harsh look on his face quickly melted away as he
saw his daughter. He quickly put his arms around Oriana,
kissed her softly on the head and asked, “What’s wrong,
Zuckerbär?”
Oriana looked up at her father and hugged him tightly
back, burying her face in his broad chest and weeping
profusely. Finally she was able to choke out the words,
“Oh Poppa Bear...I did something bad...something
stupid...” Alphonse simply held her tighter and said, “Oh
hush Zuckerbär. Now tell Pappa-Bär what’s wrong and
he’ll fix it.” Oriana looked up at her father and suddenly
felt a sweeping shame for what she knew she had to say.
“Poppa Bear...I don’t think you can fix this problem. I...
I fell in love with John.” Oriana turned from her father
as she spoke, biting her lower lip nervously. Her father
rose up and laughed, “You love John? Which one is that,
the recent one, right? The quiet mortal?” Oriana quietly
nodded her head. “Zuckerbär...” Alphonse mussed her
hair and laughed, “There’s no reason to be ashamed of
such things. Your brother loves a mortal and he seems
fairly happy enough. True your mother hates her, but your

mother is a soul-sucking demon.” Christine popped her
head through the ceiling, a toothbrush in one hand and
toothpaste in the other, and stuck her tongue out, “Flattery
won’t get you anywhere, Alphonse.”
Alphonse grinned, “Yeah, that’s why I rely on my
Greek charm.” Christine rolled her eyes and shrugged,
“Oh, so you are Greek now? When we first met, you were
Egyptian.” Alphonse laughed, “Well, I like some variety
now and then. One hundred years as an Egyptian gets
boring. Two hundred as a German...anyway, I think we
should be concentrating on our daughter right now, don’t
you think?” Christine sneered, “Whatever. You and your
stupid mortal love. You are a Nosferatu, and so is she. So
is our son. Humans should be cattle to you, but you treat
them as equals. Well, I know better. I was created first,
and I was perfect.”
Alphonse stopped smiling and glanced at his wife,
“Now is not the time, Christine. You can vomit your
haughty poison at a time when my one and only daughter
isn’t weeping her eyes out.” Christine almost argued back,
but the glare that Alphonse shot her way caused her to
quickly rise back up to the bedroom. Angelo glared at
the ceiling and muttered, “Hochmütiges Weibchen. Now,
Zuckerbär, what is so wrong about loving this John?”
Oriana blushed and hid her face, “Because...I didn’t tell
him. I didn’t tell him about us. But it’s worse then that.
He...I...” she paused to choke back tears. “I was happy to
stay with him and just never tell him. We were so happy.
But...oh Poppa Bear, I’m late!” she started bawling again
as Alphonse stared at her with a shocked expression. A
fire began to rage in his eyes and he clenched his fists in
anger as he stood up. Fury burned in each of his features
as he began to yell, “This...this...niedrigleben, sohn eines
weibchens! I’ll tear his Gott verdammten testikel off! He
got you schwangeres then left you? Unverzeihlich!”. As
he got more wrapped up in his fury, his canines slowly
extended to full length, his eyes burned a harsh red, and
his finger slowly grew into pointed talons. He no longer
looked the doting father of a few moments ago, but a
physical embodiment of rage; a demon of vengeance
about to unleash itself upon whoever would hurt his
dearest daughter.
Oriana quickly stood up, sobbing out, “No, no, Father!
I left him! I left him!” Alphonse looked down at his
daughter, rage still burning in his eyes as she continued to
sob, “I left him...god damn me but I left him...please calm
down...” Alphonse shook his head and slowly calmed
himself down. His features quickly resumed their normal
look, but worry and anxiety replaced the happy love from
before. “But...” he paused and looked down at her with
pain filled eyes, “Why?” Oriana calmed herself down
as well, and walked over to the refrigerator and pulled
the jug of blood back out, repouring herself a glass and
drinking it. “I didn’t want him to know. I didn’t even tell
him that I was leaving or why, I just left. I even forgot
your sword there. I just didn’t want him to know. Not
to mention, he most likely wouldn’t have believed me
anyway.”
Alphonse’s face suddenly turned serious. “You...you
left my sword behind? Gott mit uns...” Oriana shrugged,
“Yeah, I’m really sorry, but I figured you could just
call it back like you did before.” Alphonse shook his
head gravely, “No, Zuckerbär. That was different
circumstances. That sword...that sword holds a key to
something...” Alphonse suddenly turned his head and
looked out the window. “Lieber Gott...he activated it.
Something tells me this John isn’t a mere mortal like you
thought.”

